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ABSTRACT 
I n  thi the i ,  a technological and economical comparison was conducted on both 
conventional and membrane based pre-treatment before revere osmosi desal i nat ion. In order to 
produce high qua l i ty water at the design recovery rat io, reverse osmosis membranes should 
r ceive high qual i ty feed water in terms of turbidity, suspended sol ids, and biological matters. 
onvent ional pre-treatment schemes of media and cartridge fi l ters after coagulation chambers 
have been used for years. Due to the poor performance and dec l ine in reveres osmosis recovery, 
membrane ba ed pre-treatment has emerged and has been under research and study in the recent 
years. Few conventional pre-treatment reverse osmosis plants have been replaced by a membrane 
ba ed pre-treatment. 
The fol lowing study is an attempt into that direction to state and verify the abil ity of 
membrane based pre-treatment scheme to produce the h igh qual ity feed water to the reveres 
osmosis membrane. 
The methodology used for analysis of technological schemes incl udes three groups of 
technological and economic i ndicators, these are: (A)  water qual ity data; ( 8 )  technological 
characteristics ofequipment, and (C) economic characterist ic of the processes. 
The study is based on set of experimental projections of water qual ity data after pretreatment 
such as turbidity, the SOl  index and total suspended solid. These data were received from several 
pi lot system and ful l - scale plants. These plants are: ( 1 )  convent ional pretreatment of the RO 
pi lot plant i nstal led by Ondeo Ltd. located at Al -Taweel lah site, (2) conventional pretreatment 
i nstal led at AI-Fujairah hybrid desal ination plant, ( 3 )  M F  pretreatment based on the "Zenon" 
sy tem located on A I-TaweeJlah site, (4) UF pretreatment based on the "Aquasource" system 
located at A I-Taweel l ah site, (5)  hybrid type of pretreatment proposed by GrahamTech Pte Ltd 
(S ingapore) located in 8ainouna power station, and (6)  pretreatment scheme of RO desal ination 
plant in Addur ( Bahrain) .  
The average SOIlS index of fi ltrate over three months of study provided by the "Aquasource­
UF and "Zenon-MF"  systems were 1 .5 and 2.9 respecti vely. Required level for reverse osmosis 
should not exceed an SDl ls of 3 .0 .  Hybrid type pretreatment proposed by GrahamTech Pte Ltd 
demonstrated sat isfactory level of performance characteristics. The SOI l S  i ndex observed to be 
less than 1 .0 and dai ly degree of deterioration of normal ized pem1eabi l i ty was 0.27%. 
Comprehensive analysis for these case studies is  explained in chapter 5 .  
i v  
Economic as e ment of pretreatment schemes in design of the sea water RO was conducted 
on a demo plant. Design capacity of the demo plant is 250 m3(of permeate)/day. The de ign of 
the demo plant was prepared by Japan Cooperation Center for the Middle East. The project is 
part of the "Advanced Hybrid De a l ination System in Abu Dhabi" .  
The fol lowi ng econom ic forecasts were done in this study: total cost o f  fi ltrate ( i nc luding 
in estment and O&M of pretreatment ) is estimated to be 0.48 and 0.57 $/m3( fi ltrate) for 
convent ional and membrane pretreatment respectively. Cost of i nstal led equipment is estimated 
to be 520.05 $/m'/d and 6 1 3 .6 $/m3/d for conventional and membrane pretreatment respectively. 
This study conc l udes that membrane-based pretreatment is  a competitive technological 
alternative to conventional one. Membrane-based pretreatment can successfu l ly coexist with 
convent ional pretreatment rather than the process that should replace it . Some hybrid 
configurat ion of pretreatment schemes inc luding conventional processes along with MF and U F  
can b e  recommended for further research. 
Key words: techno-economic analysis; pretreatment; u ltrafi ltration, m icrofi ltration 
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Techno economic evaluation of conventional and membrane-based pretreatment before RO 
1 I n t ro duct i o n  
June 2005 
Growth of water demand and depletion of recour es dictate necessi ty of development of new 
generation of desa l inat ion technologies. Recently there was a growth of scienti fic, engineering, and 
commercial interest to processes of membrane- based desal ination. Being low resource consuming 
and ecological ly friendly, membrane-based desal ination is  getting an attract ive technological 
alternative to conventional desal inat ion. Analys is and crit ical evaluation of membrane-based 
proces es was carried out by di fferent groups of experts [ 1 -4]. These processes were characterized 
by the fol lowing advantages: No energy-consuming phase changes or potential ly expensive reagents 
are needed; low capital and operating costs, less cumbersome mai ntenance (due to modular nature 
of proce s), short construction period and environmental benefits. These advantages were discussed 
by many authors [ 5-8]. Accordi ng to data publ ished by Wangnik  [ 1 -2], the cost of desal inated water 
has dropped considerably, but the cost of water produced by so cal led "conventional" treatment 
plant has ri en, due to the over-exploitation of aquifers, i ntrusion of sal ine water, and also to 
i ncreasing contamination of ground water. Analysis done by Wangn i k  [ 1 -2] showed that the decl ine 
of M F began i n  1 98 1 ;  today this process plays a sign ificant role only for very large capacit ies and 
for so-cal l ed dual-purpose plants. Market analysts have suggested that the RO market for modules 
and equ ipment, being esti mated at US $ 9 1 4  m i l l ion ( in  1 999) wi l l  grow by 8% a year [9] .  The 
desal ination market for the 2005-20 1 5  period generates expenditure about $95 bi l l ion; of which 
around $48 bi l l ion w i l l  be derived from new capacit ies [ 1 0). 
The world desal ination market w i l l  be doubled to more then $70 bi l l ion during the next twenty 
year [ 1 0) .  
Reverse Osmosis, as a sustainable technological alternative for the U A E  reconfigurat ion of 
technological pol icy and implementation of environmental ly sound technologies, is getting an 
unavoi dable trend of modern development. Recent documents and guidel ines namely the Kyoto 
Protocol ,  Treat ies of Maastricht and Amsterdam [ I  1 - 1 9] put the foundation of comprehensive and 
en i ronmental ly sound polices of development. Recent inaugurat ion of the Abu Dhabi Declaration 
[20]  i nstituted sustainable  technological pol icy of regional development that dictates some sh ift  
towards technological systems characterized by low level of  CO2 emission and decreased speci fic 
resource consumption. I n  th is regard, the reverse osmosis ( RO) technology can be considered as the 
one of potentia l ly  promising technological option. Some authors state that the RO can successful ly 
coexist with mult istage flash ( MSF)  rather than a process that should replace it. New generation of 
co-generati ve technologies including power generation along with MSF and RO desal ination is 
becoming an attract ive alternat ive from the standpoint of resource consumption and emissions. The 
UAE is expected to invest US$ 46 b i l l ion over the next decades in  cogeneration projects for 
Techno -economic evaluatIOn of conventional and membrane - based pretreatment before RO June 2005 
de a l inat ion [2 1 ] . In recent years the new generation of dual purpose technologies, namely triple 
h) brid includ ing power generation, M F and RO desal ination is  becoming an attractive alternative 
to conventional ones [22] .  For e ample, the power-de a l ination complex in Fujairah has a capacity 
of 620 M W  and 1 00 M IGD, where 62.5 M IGD (284,000 mJ/day) by multi-stage flash disti l lation 
eM F) and 37.5 M IGD ( 1 70,000 mJ/day) by reverse osmosis eRO). Un l ike conventional 
cogeneration proce ses, the triple hybrid includes RO process along with thermal desal i nation and 
power generation. 
Publ i hed data [ 1 -9, 2 3 ]  indicates the growth of engineering and commercial interest to RO 
desa l inat ion. In  particular, the research projects done within the framework of i nternational 
re earch programs and carried out by regional research centers such as M idd le East Desal i nation 
Research Center ( M EDRC), Kuwait I nstitute for Scient ific Research ( K IS R), etc. [24-26] confinns 
the growth of i nterest to membrane-based desa l ination. For example, 80% of the research projects 
carried out under the auspices of the M EDRC are focused on issues related to membrane-based 
desa l ination [25-26 ] .  The USA and countries of the EU have put membrane research in the l ist of 
their priorit ies towards advanced technological programs [27] .  
Analysis of publ ished data and regional experience confirms that pretreatment is  the key issue in 
the way of pract ical implementation of reverse osmosis. Pretreatment foc uses on prevention of 
membrane degradation and foul ing. The main tasks of pretreatment are: ( 1 )  extension of membrane 
l i fet ime, ( 2 )  prevention of membrane fou l ing, ( 3 )  maintain ing performance level. Different 
technological schemes can be used for pretreatment purposes. Majority of exist ing RO desal ination 
plants are equ ipped with s imi lar types of conventional pretreatment based on coagulation, 
flocculation and mult imedia fi ltration. Since recently one can see the growth of new generation of 
pretreatment, namely, membrane-based pretreatment where micro- and ultra-filtrations are used 
instead of coagulat ion and mult imedia fi ltration. Analysis of publ ished data proved an increase of 
number of research projects related to d ifferent aspects of pretreatment before reverse osmosis [28-
29]. Data pub l ished by European research teams regarding surface water treatment shows that 
membrane-based schemes have become commercial ly competit ive and replaced the conventional 
processes on a vast scale. Some authors [30]  out l ined that the membrane pretreatment before RO is 
becom i ng a technological ly competit ive trend. W ith in  the context of the problem, this study focuses 
on analysi s  of techno-economic aspects of conventional and membrane- based pretreatment before 
RO desa l ination. 
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1 . 1 Water resources in UAE 
June 2005 
The quantity of water into supply has i ncreased, de pite that i ncrease i n  water resources remain 
arce in many location of the United Arab Emirates. The carcity of water may be caused by the 
fol lowi ng (3 1 ] : 
Rapid increase i n  population 
H igh per capita consumption 
• Construction of v i l las and residential complexes 
Development of farms and forests 
The United Arab Emirates rely on non-conventional water resources in addition to conventional 
re ources, to meet the ever-increas i ng demand for water. The conventional water resources 
include easonal floods, springs, falajes and groundwater. The non conventional resources are 
�aste water treatment plants and desal i nation plants. 
Because these resources do not meet the national demand for water, the non conventional resources 
are i ntens ively used nowadays, especial ly desa l inated water. Table I - I  shows the water production 
desal inated water and ground water from 1 997 to 2002 [32] 
Table 1 - 1 : Water production growth of desal i nated water compared to ground water from 1 997 to 
2002 in  UAE ( M IG/year), [32] 
ource 
Desa l ination 
Groundwater 
1 997 
1 0 1 1 68 
22362 
1 998 














From the table it's obvious that water produced from the desal i nation plant i ncreases annual ly, and 
the dependence on the groundwater source decreases due to the depletion of this source. This 
confi rms that desa l ination is  the central source of water in UAE now and in  future, especial ly when 
the demand and consumption per capita i ncrease sharply. The consumption per capita in 1 997 was 
1 26 gal lon/day, th is  value i ncreased to 1 57 gal lon/day in  2002. The demand category is driven by 
the growth i n  populat ion and per capita consumption; it can be c lassified to two categories; 
domestic demand and bulk demand. The formation of the domestic water demand is  mainly 
residential, commercial establ ishments, hospitals, hotels, offices, and shops. The format ion of bul k  
water demand i s  agricu lture, landscapi ng, large industrial usage, palaces, ai rports, and other 
nondomestic  bulk di versions. Th is demand category is driven by the increase in the number of 
farms and landscaping, and the development of industrial projects. The agriculture development to 
achieve sel f  sufficiency in food suppl ies has higher share in water consumption; (about 80%); the 
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e timated water demand, exc luding water losses, for each farm of a normal size of 1 80 m X 1 50 m 
is 20,000 gal/day. 
Water demand in the UAE i e pected to double in the next ten years. From around 630 mi l l ion 
gal lon per day in 2000, it is  e pected to c l imb to 973 m i l l ions in 2005 and 1 .24 bi l l ion in 20 1 0  [33].  
The second ource of non-convent ional sources is waste water treatment plants. The treated waste 
water in the UAE is u ed in the i rrigation of publ ic  parks and beautifying streets and roundabouts of 
the major c it ies .  It is worth mentioni ng that the sewage water after primary, secondary, and tertiary 
treatment can be used in agriculture i rrigation especial ly  if it is purged of toxic materials and 
bacteria. The four sewage treatment plants are located in Abu Dhabi, A I-Ain, Dubai, and Sharjah. 
Table 1 -2 shows the capac ity of each plant [34]. 











1 . 2  Desalination s tatus in UAE 
The total i nstal led capacity of seawater desal ination plants in Gee countries is estimated at about 
7.92 m3/day, which represents more than 58% of the total world capacity [35]. The share of each of 
the s ix  Gee countries in the world capacity is shown in F igure \ - 1 .  UAE is the second country 
after Saudi Arabia in water desalination industry, where 86% of the water supply comes from 
desal i nation of seawater or brackish water [32]. 
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Figure I - I :  Percentage share of seawater desal ination capacity of Gee countries [35] 
UAE began de a l inated water production in 1 973 in Abu Dhabi at an annual production rate of 7 
m i l l ion m3• I n  2002 the production rate reached 479.82 mi l l ion m3, and si nce 1 974 over sixty 
desal i nation plants have been commiss ioned in the UAE [36] .  
Today in  UAE. the evaporation technique is  dominant in desal ination field, where 96% of 
desal inated water i s  produced by M F and M ED. The 4% remai ning is produced by Reverse 
osmosis (Appendix  A).  Despite the obstac les that force this technique, especial ly in the Arabian 
Gulf, l i ke water pretreatment and clean ing procedures required to control membrane foul ing, which 
are the main important l imitations of the technology to be generally appl ied [37], there is  a rapid 
development in membrane materials, energy recovery systems and insta l lation costs. These 
developments can play sign ificant roles in encouragement of commerc ial izi ng this technology. [ n  
2003 the largest seawater reverse osmosis ( W RO) plant was commissioned in  AI-Fujairah plant 
with capacity of 37.5 M IG D. In addition to AI-Fujairah plant, Abu Dhabi water and electric i ty 
A uthority is in the stage of fi nancing W RO plant with larger capacity (50 M IGD) in AI-Taweelah 
complex. 
1 .3 Desalin ation technologies 
everal di fferent methods are avai lable to desal i nate seawater, of the three commercial ly proven 
processes: dist i l lation, reverse osmosis and electrodialysis. General ly, dist i l lation and reverse 
osmosis are used for seawater desal ination, while reverse osmosis and electrodialysis are used for 
brackish water desal ination. However, the selection and use of these processes depends mainly on 
s i te speci fications and cost. The two most common methods used today are thermal desal ination 
and membrane desal ination. Thermal desal ination uses a very simple and natural process to 
separate out sol ids: salt water is heated to produce water vapor that is in tum condensed to form 
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rre h water. ome of the more pec ific desal ination technologies that depend on heat to produce 
water vapor inc lude mult i- tage nash disti l lation, multiple-effect dist i l lation and vapor 
compre sion. A hown in Figure 1 -2, about hal f of the de al inated water is produced using some 
form of thermal di t i l l ation [2 ] .  Membrane technology is the other major methods used to 
de al i nate alt water, the hare of the membrane technology worldwide is close to the M F share. 
L ike thermal technology, membrane desal ination is based on a simple concept: salt water is forced 
acros a membrane, produc ing potable water on one side of the membrane, and leaving behind 
briny water on the other side. 









Figure 1 -2 :  Worldwide percentage share of seawater desal ination technologies [ 2] 
1 . 3 . 1  M u l ti -Stage Flash D ist i l lat ion 
M ult i - tage F lash Dist i l l at ion ( MSF)  dist i l lation I S  currently the  most common and simple 
techn ique in  use, i t  has been operated commercial ly for more than 30 years [38] .  MSF dist i l l er can 
be designed for a range of performance rat io (the ratio between water production and energy 
consumption), with a practical l imit of about I I : I .  Capital cost increases with performance ratio 
due to the l arger heat transfer surface areas needed and greater number of stages. The opt imum 
val ue is  usual ly  in the range 7 to 9, depending on energy cost. A typical plant of an 8: 1 performance 
ratio would have 1 6  to 1 8  heat recovery stages and three heat reject stages [5] .  The main advantage 
of th i s  technique is the abi l ity to handle h igh production rate, AI-Shuwaihat power and water station 
in  Abu Dhabi is  designed to produce 1 6.7  M IGD for each dist i l ler, where this rate was 1 2 .5 M IGD 
in  AI -Arabia Station. The capital costs of the MSF plants today vary from US$4.0 to US$7.0 per 
imperial gal lon per day of i nstal led capacity [39]. 
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1 . 3 . 2  M u l ti- Effect D i sti l lat ion 
M ulti-Effect Di t i l lation ( M ED) i one  of the mo t promising evaporation techniques eXlstmg 
today, it i predicted that the econd generat ion in water desal ination plants wi l l  be sett led in MED 
as wel l  as RO [40-4 1 ]  where the energy consumption is less compared to M F, (2 kWh/m3 
compared with 4 k W h/m) for M F) [42 ] .  Basical ly, this method can use low-temperature, low­
pres ure steam as the mai n energy source. Usual ly, 8 to 1 6  stages are common in such operat ions. 
Thi a l low a good performance ratio which can go up to 1 5  [38 ] .  The efficiency of the process is 
bound by h igh aIues of boi l ing point elevation at h igh concentrations. Un l ike the MSF technique 
where water i produced main ly by turning sensible heat i nto latent heat of evaporation, the MED 
techn ique use latent heat to  produce secondary latent heat in each sect ion. Layyah plant 
inaugurated two M ED units of 5 M lGD in 200 I, where these units are bel ieved to be the largest of 
its type in the world [43 ] .  MED capital cost today varies from US$ 4.5 to US$6.0 per imperial 
gal lon per day of [39] .  
1 . 3 . 3  Vapor com press ion  
Another disti l lation technology known as vapor compression (VC) i s  used for smal ler scale 
desal i nation fac i l it ies. This process is based on the Carnot refrigeration cycle, in which a 
mechanical compressor rather than a heat source is used to compress the vapor from the evaporator 
to a h igher pressure. As the compressed vapor condenses on one side of the tube heat transfer 
surface, seawater boi l s  on the other side creating more vapor. This process uses electric energy 
rather than team. The VC evaporator is more efficient than the previously described steam driven 
evaporators, but e lectric power is  s ignificantly more expensive than steam energy. VC units are 
commonly used for some smal l industries s ince they are more compact than other thermal processes 
and electric power is readi ly  avai lable. The number of VC un its currently in operation is very smal l 
(4°'0 worldwide)  as compared to mult i-stage flash systems, which are estimated at 44% worldwide 
[2] .  
The most important advancements i n  thermal desal ination over the past 1 0  years have been 
increasing system efficiency and operational rel iabi l ity. The operational enhancements have 
incl uded scale  control improvements, automation and controls, further operator train ing and better 
materials of construction. Addit ional ly, i ncreases in standard-unit sizes have i ncreased the 
economies of scale for larger systems. However, these systems have very high-energy requirements 
and can be cost prohibit ive un less low cost steam energy is avai lable from a power plant. 
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The capacity of the thermal de a l ination proces es varies over a wide range. from 500 m3/d to 
55,000 m3/d. The average conventional izes are 33 ,000 m3/d for M F, 1 2,000 m3/d for MED and 
3.000 m3/d for VC [44 ] .  
1 . 3 .4 Reve rse osmos is  
The R O  membrane technique considered the most promising for brackish and seawater 
desal ination [45 ] .  The RO uses dynamic pressure to overcome the osmotic pressure of the salt 
o lut ion. hence cau i ng water- elective permeation from the saline s ide of a membrane to the 
freshwater ide. The RO process which employs membranes, has a simple layout, and is  compact 
and modular. Exi t ing unit can be expanded to handle  larger capacit ies. However, RO membranes 
are more sensi t ive to the conditions of the feed seawater, scal i ng, fouling and pH than thermal 
proce ses. Furthermore, unl ike thermal processes, RO membranes do not provide high purity water. 
On the average. the permeate sal i n ity varies over a range of 30- 1 50 ppm [ 44). The actual value 
depends on the process recovery, which is defined as the amount of product per unit mass of 
feedv.ater. Today the capital cost of the RO plant could vary from US$3.5-5.0 per GPO [39) .  
Darwish et al [46] summarized the main advantages o f  the R O  system over the M F system as 
fol lows: 
• It consumes less energy, [mechanical energy del ivered by motor(s)] 
• It does not need to be combined to a power plant or to interfere with its operat ion. In fact, it can 
be operated only during non-peak power demand period. 
• It has simple start/stop operation. 
• I t  is  del ivered in  modules, no need to shut off the whole plant for emergency or routine 
maintenance. 
The fast growth in membrane technology shows that most significant improvements occurred i n  the 
fol lowing areas: ( RO membrane, energy recovery system, and pretreatment scheme) 
1 . 3 . 4 . 1 RO m e m brane 
The RO membranes used are semi-permeable polymeric thin l ayers, adhering to a thick support 
layer. Membranes are usual ly  made of cel lu lose acetates, polyamides, polyimides, and 
polysulfones. They di ffer as symmetric, asymmetric, and thin fi l m  composite membranes. 
Membranes are sensit ive to changes in pH, smal l  concentrations of oxidized substances l i ke 
chlorine and chlorine oxides, a wide range of organic materials, and the presence of algae and 
bacteria. Therefore, carefu l  pretreatment is needed in order to prevent membrane contamination and 
fou l i ng which can occur as a result of suspended sol ids, bicarbonate ions, carbon diox ide; dissolved 
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organic materials and ch lorine compound . Different antiscalants are used In order to prevent 
precipitation of dissolved salts due to i ncreased concentration. 
number of module design are possible and all are based on two types of membrane 
configuration: Oat and tubular. Plate and frame and spiral -wound modules involve flat membranes 
whereas tubular, capi l lary and hollow fiber modules are based on tubular membrane configurations. 
The appl ication of reverse osmosis in seawater desal ination is a story of process improvement, 
whereas the first reverse osmosis units needed pressures of l 20 bar, the turning to thin fi lm 
compo i te membranes al lowed ystems to  operate at significantly lower pressure-down to  60 bar 
[47). In addition to that, membranes are more efficient now and can operate at higher temperatures, 
and ha e higher alt rej ection. Membranes now have h igher flux rates ( flow rate per unit area), 
lower foul ing potential, lower costs and longer l i ves than ever before. This trend may continue with 
further membrane system advancements. In order to al low the best rat io of the membrane area to 
operation vol umes, two most convenient designs are made to fit the pressure vessels :  the spiral­
wound and the hol low-fi bers membranes. 
1 . 3 .4 . 2  Energy Recove ry System 
One of the  important performance measures of any continuously operated seawater RO system, the 
spec ific energy consumption. In seawater RO plants, operating pressures may reach or even exceed 
70 bar and product water recovery is in the range of 30 to 3 S%, depending on feed water 
temperature and sal i n ity, leav ing the brine waste stream with a very sign i ficant amount of hydraul ic  
energy which may reach 40% of the original energy suppl ied to the h igh pressure pumps of the 
seawater RO system. Energy recovery devices are used to recover work from the concentrate 
stream. The addition of energy recovery equ ipment typical ly reduces net power consumption by 2S 
to 40% [48] .Commercial ly avai lable energy recovery devices are the Pelton wheel turbine, reverse 
runn ing centri fugal pump and the hydraul ic turbocharger [49) .  i n  addition to theses, the pressure 
exchanger, this has recovery of up to 60% of pumpi ng energy [SO) . The efficiencies used for pumps 
and turbine are conservative val ues. Pump efficiency is in the range of 80-86 %, and turbine is i n  
the range 84--88% . usual ly Pelton wheel turbines [46). 
1 . 3 .4 . 3  Pretreatment  Scheme 
The key component in success of RO desal inat ion is  pretreatment of water prior to RO stage. To 
prevent RO membrane fou l ing, al l the organ ic, col loidal and biological matter needs to be removed 
from the feed water. This can be achieved by various unit operations. Usual ly pretreatment process 
invol ves dis infection, coagulat ion, flocculation, fi ltration and adj ustment of the solubi l ity 
parameters to avoid prec ipitation of sparingly soluble salts in the membrane [S I ]. Membrane-based 
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pretreatment is one of the innovative approaches in treatment area as an alternati e to conventional 
pretreatment techniques. More recent ly, a double membrane barrier concept has emerged as a 
pos ible alternative. Thi  i s  accomplished by instal l ing M icroti ltration ( M F )fUltra fi ltration (UF)  
membrane up tream of the  RO membrane in an  Integrated Membrane ystem ( I MS) to fi lter off 
bigger u p nded o l ids, turbidity, bacteria, col loids, parasites and v i ruses for clarification and 
dis infection purposes [52 ] .  Thi technology has now been opt imized and is  becoming competitive 
as compared to conventional processes for l arger scale plant capac it ies. Projects using U F  
membrane with capac itie greater than 1 00,000 m3fd (2 1 M IGD) are bei ng implemented [ 5 3 ] .  This 
study wi l l  emphasize on this scheme due the rapid development of this new technology in both 
operat ional and economical aspects l i ke capital and O&M costs. 
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2 L i t e rat u r e R e v i e w  
June 2005 
2 . 1  Tas ks of feed water pretreatmen t an d performan ce 
d eclin e factors 
The main tasks of pretreatment are: (A)  e tending the l i fetime of membrane; ( B )  preventing foul ing 
of membrane; (C)  maintaining performance characterist ic such as rejection and recovery at the 
required Ie e l .  Accordi ng to data publ ished by E CW A [ 54] .  capital and operating cost as ociated 
with pretreatment ub ystem accounts up to 60% of the total production cost. According to the data 
ubmitted by Durham and Wi lton [55] ,  conventional pretreatment system at Doha RO plant in  
Kuwait repre ents 23% of the total product water cost (4546 m3/day). The type of pretreatment that 
must be designed pec ifical ly  for individual  appl ication depend on several factors, namely: ( I )  
designed configuration of the RO system and, (2)  type of feed water. According to Tasaka et ol. 
[56],  the pretreatment method can be subdivided into two broad categories: (A)  pretreatment to 
prevent i rreversible membrane degradation and ( B )  pretreatment to prevent reversible dec l ine of 
membrane performance (or membrane foul ing). Main performance dec l ine factors are given in 
Table 2- 1 .  
Table 2- \ : Performance dec l ine factors (degradation and fou l ing factors) [ 56] 
A .  Membrane degradation 
( i rreversible dec l ine of 
membrane performance) 
A I Physical deformation (compaction, B I 
drying) 
A2 chemical degradation ( hydrolysis, B2 
oxidation) 
A3 Biological  degradation B3 
B. Membrane fou l ing 
( reversible decl ine of 
membrane performance) 
Deposition 
Clogging of pores 
Cake (col loids) 
B4 Gel (organics) 
B5 Scale ( i nsoluble inorganic salts) 
B6 Surface Sorption 
(specific organics such as surfactants ) 
heikholeslami [57] out l ined the fol l owing approaches to fou l ing combating, namely: ( I )  foul ing 
control, (2 )  pretreatment technologies, and ( 3 )  anti-foul ing membrane modules. The first group 
( foul ing contro l )  comprises modifyi ng technological parameters and operat ing conditions namely:  
(A) cri t ical fl ux, ( B )  critical conversion which is a function of critical fl ux and (C)  foul ing control 
chemicals (they can act as scale  inh ibitors, scale  crystal modifier or sequestrates ( for Fe, Mg, etc.) 
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The next group, accord ing to heikhole lami [ 57]  is focused on innovative pretreatment 
technologies namely U F  and M F  based-pretreatment before RO. The third group covers Van der e/ 
01. [ 58 ]  new generation of low-foul ing composite membrane being more hydrophi l ic with reduced 
affinity of the urface to organics, I n  particular, Van der et 0/. [58]  proposed to exclude us ing of 
antisca l ing agents and to apply hydroch loric ac id instead of sulfuric acid. 
2 . 1  . 1  Pretreatment  to Prevent Degradat ion of Mem branes 
Deterioration of membrane in  itsel f is  referred to as " Degradation"; i t  results III i rreversible 
performance dec l i ne that, in tum, can be caused by chemical, physical, and biological factors. The 
concentration of ch lori ne and pH are the main two factors that can result in chemical damage of 
membranes. In particu lar, polyamide membranes are damaged even by low concentration of 
chlorine, thus the feed water must be dech lorinated before it enters the membrane system. 
Dechlorination can be done using ( 1 )  sodium bisul fite (NaHS03), (2 )  carbon fi ltration, and ( 3 )  
treatment with gaseou u lfur dioxide ( S02) [ 59 ] .  
Un l ike polyamide membranes, cel l ulose acetate membranes are more vulnerable to  hydrolysis. 
These membranes undergo rapid hydrolysis below pH=4 and pH>7, thus control of pH is 
part icularly important for them, whi le  dechlorination is  v i ta l  for most polyamide membranes. 
"Degradation" can be a result of chemical oxidat ion catalyzed by i ron compounds [ 56] .  The same 
phenomenon caused by some transit ion metals is also reported for cel lu lose acetate membranes 
[ 56] .  
2 . 1 . 2 Ma in  Fou l i ng Factors and Methods of El i m i nat ion 
Foul ing is  defined as the  bui ld  up  of deposits on  the  membrane surface that leads to performance 
dec l i ne [56] .  Fou l ing can be considered as reversible change of membrane performance. It can be 
caused by d ifferent factors. According to W i l l iams et at. [ 59] fou l ing factors can be divided into six 
categories: ( 1 )  suspended sol ids; (2)  col loids; (3) scale forming saJts; (4) metal oxides; ( 5 )  
biological foulants and ( 6) organic foulants. 
( 1 )  Suspended solids: Coarse screening and hydrocyclones are used to remove l arge particles. 
( 2 )  Colloids are usual ly  charged part ic les smal ler than 1 Jlm in  diameter. They are common in feed 
water and drastical ly reduce the productiv i ty of the membrane. Several techniques can be used to 
remove col loids, the most common of them is coagulation-flocculation fol lowed by conventional 
fi l tration. The typical coagulants used are alum Ah( S04)3, ferric chloride FeCI3 , and polymer or 
polyelectrolyte materials [ 59] .  
(3)  Sca le form ing sa l ts: Most common salt compounds are calcium carbonate, calcium fluoride, 
calcium sulphate, salts of bari um, stronti um, and s i l ica [ 59] .  To min imize or to e l iminate the 
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fonnation of cale de po it the fol lowi ng methods can be used : ( I )  Acidification by acid injections. 
Injected acid converts bicarbonate alkal in ity, thus e l iminat i ng the fonnation of CaC03 scale. (2)  
Water ofteni ng usi ng l ime or l ime soda. In th is  process, hydrated l ime or soda ash is added to 
often the water. Calcium and magne ium hydroxides are then removed as precipitates. Thi 
process can al 0 remo e ome of the si l ica. (3) The addition of antiscai ing agents or so cal led 
"thre hold" agents. The e compounds reduce the rate at which scale fonns, al lowing the system to 
operate with concentrations above the solubi l ity l imit .  One of the most common "threshold" agents 
used to control calcium sulfate fonnation is sodium hexametaphosphate (SH MP). 
(4) Metal oxide: deposits can be cleaned from membrane surface using acids. 
(5) Biological foulants: To prevent bio-s l ime fonnation, the feed water is  desinfected before it 
enters the RO system. Ch lorinat ion to 0.5 ppm by injection of ch lori ne gas or addit ion of 
hypoch lorite is  the most common method used. However, as discussed above, many RO membranes 
is damaged by chlorine. Therefore, the feed must then be dechlorinated, usual ly with sodium 
bisul fite. before it enters the system. Other dis infectants that can be used include ozone, ultraviolet 
l ight, fonnaldehyde, concentrated sodium bisul fite and copper sulphate [59].  
(6) Organ ic foulants:  (or fou l ing by natural organic matter (NOM» such as humic acid foul ing. 
Growth of organic  fi lm  on the membrane surface can be caused by bumic acids and their 
derivat ives. In  seawater it has been observed that this is  the most widespread organic foulant 
present in coast water [60) . Humic substances are products of the i ncomplete chemical and 
biological degradation of plants and an imal residues. They are complex, heterogeneous refractory 
organic  compounds with reported molar masses rangi ng from several hundred to tens or hundred of 
thousands grams per mole. They incl ude l ign in, carbohydrates and protein. (Polyphenol ic  aromatic 
complexes such as humic acids, l igni n  and tanni n  are decay products of wood tissues of plants. 
They can occur in the fonn of a col loid as wel l ). According to Karabelas and Yiantsios [6 1 ], natural 
organic compounds (NOC)  are d ivided into humic substances (or polyhydroxyaromatics), and non­
humic such as protei ns, polysaccharides and aminosugars [6 1 ] .  To prevent organic foul ing the 
fol lowing methods can be used: coagulation and fi ltration, carbon adsorption and chemical 
oxidation [59) . 
2 .2 P retreatm en t  
s chem es 
befo re RO based on con ven tional 
Different unit operations can be used on the stage of pretreatment. The majority of the conventional 
schemes are based on coagulation and mult imedia fi ltration .  They include the fol lowing main 
stages: d is infection; coagulation; and fi l tration. Majority of ex ist ing RO desal i nation plants are 
equ ipped with s imi lar types of conventional pretreatment. Some techno--economic aspects of 
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pretreatment are con idered by Ben Hamida [62] and Vrouwenvel ef al. [63 ] .  The scheme is shown 
in Figure 2- 1 is a impl i fied flow- diagram of the conventional pretreatment. 
hlorinated water from the intake ( I )  pas e through coagulation chamber (2), where ferric ch loride 
( FeCI] )  is  used as a coagulant. After coagu lation chamber the seawater passes through the 
mult imedia fi l ters. ( 3 )  Then the fi l tered water passes through the cartridge fi lters (4) with further 
treatment by anti cal ant and sodium bisul fite ( B ). 
o Seawater 
o RapId M,Xing 
o MedIa FI ltratIon 
o Cartridge FiltratIon 
o H P  Pump 
o Reverse OsmOSIS Module 
Figure 2- 1 : Conceptual flow diagram of conventional pretreatment before RO 
Abubasher el af. [64] considered different unit operations that are used in the M iddle East for 
W RO feed water treatment. The study included results of pretreatment in  terms of reduction in  
colony forming un i t  (CFU) per m i l l i l i ter. The overal l results of the study indicated that coagulation 
and dual media  fi ltration ( OM F) reduced bacteria concentration in the feedwater by 32- 1 00%. Ln  
most cases coagulation and fi ltration effecti vely removed a large portion of total bacterial mass 
( 82%) in the feed. S imi lar results were obtained by A I-Tisan et af [65 ] where the data on bacterial 
removal from feedwater were presented. The coagulation and media fi l tration were found to be 
efficient in  removing of bacterial biomass (about 82%) from the feedwater. 
The chemical dosi ng depends on the water characteristics and operation condit ions of the plant. 
Table 2-2 shows the chemicals used in  both conventional and membrane-based pretreatment. In 
addit ion, the membrane pretreatment system requires chemical  c lean ing by citric acid or sodium 
hypochlorite periodica l ly  to restore the fl ux .  
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Table 2-2: hemical u ed in  pretreatment [64] 
od ium hypochlorite 
Ferric Ch loride 
Cationic coagulant 
u lphuric Acid 
odi um bisul fite 
Anti calant 
2 . 2 . 1  D i s i n fect ion 
Purpo e 
Disinfecting 
Remove suspended matter and col loids 
Improve the coagulation process 
To reduce the bicarbonate and avoid 
calc ium carbonate scal i ng 
Remove chlori ne 
To prevent scal ing 
June 2005 
The dis infection operation is an indispensable part of any desali nation technology. Different types 
of dis infection processes can be appl ied, such as : chlorination, ozonation, ul traviolet pretreatment, 
etc. Chlorination is widely used due to i ts effect iveness, s impl icity in generat ion. and low cost. 
Chlorination is used in RO pretreatment to dis infect the system and prevent the growth of micro­
organi ms. There are different forms of chlorine-based agents : chlorine gas, sodium hypochlorite, 
and calcium hypoch lorite. Chlorination can be carried out by adding of chlorine gas to water. Being 
injected into water, it reacts with water according to the fol lowi ng chemical reaction: 
[2- 1 ] 
Hypoch lorous acid and hydroch loric acid dissociate as fol lows: 
HCIO -> H+ + CIO' [2-2] 
HCI -> H' + cr [2-3 ] 
The effectiveness of chlorination depends on pH, temperature, organic content of the water, contact 
t ime and concentration [62] .  Ch lorine can react with particles as wel l .  The ratio of [ HCIO] to [C I o· 
] is a function of pH.  At low pH levels, the form [ HCIO] is becoming dominant, and as pH 
increases, the [C 1 0-]  anion goes up. Chlorine is more effective when the pH val ue ranges from 4.0 
to 7.5 . I n  spite of the effecti veness of dis infection at higher temperatures; the residual ch lorine is 
quickly extinct at h igher temperature. If the ch lorine is added to water where there are different 
matter such as i ron. manganese, nitrites, ammonia., and organic matters, it wi l l  first react with iron, 
manganese, and nitrites. As more chlorine is  added, it wi l l  react with ammonia and organic 
substances to form a set of chloramines as shown by the fol lowing chemjcal  reactions: 
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+ H 10 --+ [2-4 ] 
[ mono chloramines ] 
[2-5 ] 
[ Dich lor am ine] 
HCI2 + HCIO --+ NCI3 l-hO [2-6] 
[Trich lor amine] 
On e the amount of chloramines reaches a mIn imum value at a point (cal led breakpoint 
chlorination) beyond which, the addition of ch lorine wi l l  produce free residual ch lorine required for 
effecti e dis infect ion. 
2 . 2 . 2  Coagu lat ion and coagu lants 
The coagulation i s  an indispensable stage of the scheme of conventional pretreatment, (whi le direct 
fi ltration proved to be ineffective in removing impurities such as bacteria, vi rus, soi l particles and 
color) [66 ] .  Coagulation is the process where the addition of a chemical reagent results in a 
reduction of the forces keeping dispersed partic les apart. The process is referred to as coagulation 
and it can be achieved by destabi l i zi ng the electric charge of the partic les, which are mostly 
negatively charged. A coagulant with posi t ively charged ions is added to the water to neutra l ize the 
negative charges and hence promote coagulation. The coagulation is fol lowed by flocculation 
whereby an agglomeration of the dispersed partic les takes place. Mackenzie and David [66] 
out l ined the fol lowing characteristics required for the coagulant: ( I )  insolubi l i ty with in  the natural 
pH range; the added coagulant must precipitate out of solution so that the ion is not left in the 
water, which w i l l  aid the col loid removal process, (2) a charge of a cation (a trivalent cation is the 
most efficient to neutral ize the col loid charge), and (3 )  nontox ic behavior. 
A l uminum and ferric ions are the most commonly used for these purposes. The pH of coagulation is 
an important characteristic  and it has an effect on the efficiency of the coagulat ion process. Ferric 
salts work best in a pH range of 4.5-5.5, whereas al uminum salts are most ly effect ive around a pH 
range of 5 .5 -6 .3 [67] .  These pH values are set by adding an acid for lowering pH l i ke sulphuric 
acid, or alkal is to raise the pH l i ke l i me or soda ash .  A t ime factor is  an important in floccu lation 
process, the process must provide adequate time for the part icles to come closer and form flocs, the 
required time for the coagulat ion process is  l to 2 minutes, whi le for flocculation process is 1 0  to 
30 minutes [68] . Wh i le  selecting the coagulant the fol lowing factors have to be taken into 
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con ideration: type of the coagulant, concentration of the coagulant, proper mixing, residence time, 
pH. turbidity, a lkal in i ty and temperature of the water. The optimum of the above factors must be 
determined from laboratory te t such as jar test in order to ensure a suitable coagulation process. 
A mentioned above, ferric and aluminum salts meet the main requirements, that is why ferric 
ch loride ( Fe I J )  and aluminum sulfate (Ali 04)3) are the most widely used as coagulants in water 
treatment . When a coagulant is added to the raw water, it first reacts with the alka l in i ty existing in 




Once a coagulant is  added to the raw water. the posit ively charged ions neutral ize the negatively 
charged particles; which can be assisted by rapid mix ing for a good coagulat ion. The neutra l ized 
partic les begin to adhere to each other to form smal l  particles cal led micro-flocks. These micro­
flocks have posit ive charges from the coagulant added; continue to neutral ize negat ively charged 
particles unt i l  they become neutral part icles. F inal ly, the micro-flock particles begin to agglomerate 
and stick together to form larger particles. This process is known as flocculation. To enhance 
coagulation. some additional e lectrolyte ( referred to as coagulant aid) can be injected i nto water. 
Coagulant aid promotes create stronger and more sett leable flocs and lead to reduction the amount 
of the requi red coagulant. Quantity of flocks formed with polyelectrolyte is low, but they are strong 
and not breakable  and doesn't require pH control as in the case of aluminum coagulants. 
Polyelectrolyte is  used in smal l  dosages, (opt imum dosage is  usual ly 0. 1 to 1 .5 mgfL and for 
i norganic coagulants 2 to 8 mg/L) [62] .  The most common coagulant aid used in seawater 
pretreatment is polyelectrolytes or polymers which can be c lass i fied as cationic, anionic, and 
nonionic polyelectrolytes. The most widely used coagulant aid is the cationic polyelectro I ytes, 
whose chains have amines, imines, or quaternary ammoni um groups [67].  W hen dissolved in water 
it produces posit i vely charged ions which wi l l  neutralize the negatively charged col loids obtainable 
in water. According to AI Nuwaibit et aZ. [69], ferric ions at very low dosing rate (2 mg/I)  coupled 
with cationic polymer (0.5 mg/I ) were found to be the best economic chemicals for conventional 
treatment. 
2 . 2 . 3  F i ltrat ion  
Fi ltration is  a process for the separation o f  suspended materials, main ly flocks formed in the 
coagulation/flocculation process and i ron and manganese precipitates. The suspended materials are 
removed whi le  passing through a porous media. The fi lter media is  usua l ly sand or a combination 
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of and, anthracite, garnet or s imi lar ub tance manufactured for fi ltration. Whi le  passing through 
the fi lter media., the suspended partic les adhered within the fi lter layer. To obtain a fi lter media of 
correct peci fications, enough re idence t ime hou ld be a l lowed for proper screening to take place 
[ 5 1 ] .  To avoid interpenetration of fi lter media (anthraci te/sand), apart from having the correct 
uniformity coefficient and pec ific gravit ies, the size ranges should also be compatible. The 
coarser ize fraction of the upper layer anthracite should not exceed more than five times the finer 
size fraction material of the lower layer sand [ 5 1 ] . 
The mo t widely used fi lters are gravity and pressure fi l ters. They differ in the nature of the dri ving 
force and fi l tration rate. I n  gravi ty fi l ter water passes through the fi lter due to gravity, where the 
driv ing force i a grav i ty force and the fi ltrat ion rate is 5- 1 0  m3/m2/h. In pressure fi lters, the driving 
force i the di fference in  the appl ied pressure, and the fi ltration rate is  1 0-25 m3/m2/h [62 ] .  
During fi ltration, the  media grains become coated with flocs and the pores become clogged, the rate 
of c logging depends on the characteri t ics of the water, the more turbid the water, the faster the 
fi l ter becomes c logged. The grain  s ize of the fi ltering media has effect on the clogging rate, the 
fi ner the fi ltering material ,  the more quickly it becomes clogged. The fi lter should be cleaned in  
place by pumping water backward through i ts l ayers to  restore the fi lter performance by removing 
the fi ltered part ic les from the bed. This operation cal led backwash ing. A fter the backwashing 
operation. the different layers refilm to their original place, the largest part ic le settles first resulting 
in  a fine sand layer on top and a course sand layer on the bottom. In the proper backwashing 
process the grains must be agitated and rubbed against each other to remove the sticky material to 
prevent mudbal ls  formation which w i l l  c log the fi l ter media and reduce the performance of the 
fi l tration process. The backwashing frequency process depends on many factors and can vary 
according to the operating conditions from one plant to another. Usual ly the fi lter operation run 
hours must not be more than 36 hours. According to Ben Hamida [62] ,  the main conditions for 
starting the operation of backwashing are: ( l )  Head loss is  higher than recommended by fi l ter 
manufacturer and (2)  an i ncrease in nephelometric characteristics such as turbidity and the SOl 
index. 
2 . 2 . 4 E n e rgy con s u m pt ion  
According t o  Gal loway e t  af. [70] the conventional and membrane pretreatments are characterized 
by s imi lar energy consumptions, but dead-end regime requires less energy than the cross-flow one 
[ 7 1 ] . According to the estimates done by Gal loway et aZ. [ 70 ]  the processes with conventional and 
membrane-based pretreatment are characterized by the fol lowing val ues of specific energy 
consumption: 3 .57 kWhlm3 and 3 .56 kWhlm3 (of permeate), respecti vely. 
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2 . 3  M embran e-based pretreatmen t before RO 
2 . 3 . 1 G e neral  as pects of m e m brane techno logy 
The major pressure-dri ven membrane processes are: reverse osmosis ( RO), nanofiltrat ion (NF), 
ultrati ltration ( U F) and microtiltration ( M F). C lass itication based on the size of the particles to be 
eparated as propo ed by Ronald and Munir [67, 72] is shown in Table 2-3 and Figure 2-2. 
Table 2-3 Characteristics of membrane processes [72] 
Proces Reten tate 
M icrofi l trat ion Suspended part ic les, water 
U ltrafi ltration Large molecules, water 
anofi ltration Smal l molecules, divalent ions, 
dissociate acids, water 
Perm eate 
Dissolved sol utes, water 
Smal l molecules, water 
Monovalent ions, 
undissociated acids, water 
Organic macomolecu les 
Colloids 
Bacteria Organic compounds 
Pollens Yeast Viruses Dissolved salls 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1 00 �m 1 0  0 . 1  0.01 0.001 0.0001 
Reverse osmosis 
Nanofillralin 
Sand filler Ultrafiltration 
Microfiltration 
Figure 2-2 : Range of separation of pressure driven processes [67] 
There is  a wide spectrum of configurations of membranes such as spiral wound flat sheet, hol low 
tiber, tubular and p late-and-frame. The prevalent configurations for pretreatment to RO are hol low 
fi ber and spiral  wound. 
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2 . 3 . 1 . 1  M e m brane mater ia ls  and morpholog i ca l  characte r ist ics of 
mem branes 
M F  and U F  membrane can be developed from polymers, composite and inorganic. The polymeric 
membrane materials include ce l l ulose acetate, polysul fone, polyamide, polypropylene, and other 
proprietary formulations. The composite membrane is  also known as th in  fi l m  compos ite. The 
major type of inorganic membrane i made from ceramic materials. The membrane material 
typical ly has a wide pH tolerance range to accommodate for low and high pH cleaning chemicals. 
The polysulfone, cel l u lo e, ceramic and ome of the proprietary materials have a free chlorine 
tolerance that al lows for periodic or continuous san itization, but polyamide membrane are more 
vulnerable to ch lorine impact. The operati ng temperature is considered as an important property for 
membrane material ,  the operati ng temperatures for the polymeric membranes is much lower than 
the e for ceramic membranes. 
Membrane materials are characterized by the porous structure of the membrane material such as, 
the averaged pore size, pore size distributions, and the molecular weight cut-off ( M WCO). The 
M WCO is defined as that molecular weight which is 90% rejected by the membrane. U F  
membranes have nominal molecular weight cut-off from 1 00,000 t o  750,000 Dalton. The typical 
pore s ize of UF membranes ranges from O. I to 0.00 I !-lm, whi le the M F  membranes have pore sizes 
within the range ofO .  I to 1 0  !-lm [72 ] .  
2 . 3 . 1 . 2 Operat i n g  modes 
MF and U F  membranes are operated in  two modes: dead-end flow and cross-flow. as  shown i n  
Figure 2-3 . The dead-end flow o r  direct-flow mode o f  operation is s imi lar t o  that o f  a cartridge fi l ter 
where there are only feed and fi l trate flows. The dead-end flow approach typical ly al lows for 
opt imal recovery of feed water in the 95 to 98% range, but is typical ly l imited to feed streams of 
low suspended sol ids, less than 1 0  NTU. A typical cross-flow mode of operation has one part of 
entry as feed and two outlets one for retenate and another for fi ltrate. The cross-flow mode i s  used 
for feed waters with h igher suspended sol i ds; from 1 0  to 1 00 NTU. The cross-flow mode of 
operation typical ly results in  90 to 95 % recovery of the feed water [73 ] .  
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Feed Fi Itrate 
F i l trate Feed 
(a) Cross-flow operation !back-washing 
F i l trate 
)( 
Feed F i l trate 
i 
F i l trate Feed 
( b )  Dead-end operation/backwash ing 
F i l trate 
F i l trate 
Figure 2-3 : chematic drawing of two basic module operations 
M e m b ra n e  rege n e ration 
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Gel polarization and pore blocking are the main factors that cause deterioration of performance 
characteristics. For the membrane performance to recover, there are two main methods of 
membrane regeneration, namely, hydraul ic regeneration and chemical c leaning. The hydraul ic 
methods include alternate pressuriz ing and depressurizing, back-fl ush ing and changing the flow 
direction at a gi ven frequency. The principle of backwashing is presented in Figure 2-3 . After a 
certain period of t ime, the feed pressure is released and the direction of permeate reversed from the 
permeate side to the feed side in order to remove the fou l ing layer at the membrane surface. 
Periodic  backwashing is used to min imize the need for chemical clean ing to once every I to 6 
months. Typical flush i ng approach is based on short periodic backwashing, where fi ltrate water 
flow is reversed and pumped back into the fi ltrate-side of the M F/UF module and al lowed to exit 
v ia the feed and concentrate ports. This reversal of normal serv ice flow is designed to remove the 
foul  ant off the membrane surface and out of the feed channels. Typical frequency of the 
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backwashing i 30- 60 econds per e ery 1 5  to 60 minutes. To control biological fou l ing a 
di infectant (chlori ne, hydrogen peroxide) can be added to the backwash once every 1 or 4 hours. 
lean i ng is ai med at reducing the foul i ng problem. Chemical cleaning at an expected frequency of 
one to t 0 month may be required to restore the fl ux . The frequency of membrane clean ing can be 
e t imated during the pi lot tudy. Typical c lean ing chemicals are citric acid, hydrochloric acid, 
odium h drox ide or sod ium hypoch lorite_ with the selection being dependent on the foulants. The 
effects of various approaches against di fferent types of foul ing are summarized in Table 2-4. As 
indicated in  Table 2-4, chemical  cleaning is  an effect ive control strategy for al l  types of membrane 
fou l ing. The emphasis is on how c leaning chemicals i nteract with the fou l ing materials and which 
chemical i s  more efficient in the clean i ng procedures. 
Table  2-4 :  Technique preventing different types of membrane foul ing [74] 
Techniques 
T pe of Foul i ng Hydraul ic Feed Feed 
leaning Chlorination Acidi fication 
Inorganic ++ 
Particulate ++ 
M icrobial + ++ +* 
Organic  + 
ote: - 0 effects or have negative effects. + Some positive effects. ++ Positive effect 







2 . 3 . 2 Evol ut ion of the concept and practical  examples  of mem brane­
based pretreat m e nt before RO 
Analysis of publ ished data indicates an  evo lution of the principle of membrane- based pretreatment 
from the l evel of theoretical  concept to practical ly  commercial ized technology. In recent years the 
membrane-based pretreatment has become widely considered as a viable alternative to conventional 
one. [n part icular, Cote et oZ. [75 ]  showed that membrane-based schemes have become 
commercial ly competi t ive and replaced the conventional processes on a vast scale. These schemes 
are characterized by modular design, by smal ler footprints for the same capacity, and other 
advantages that make them technological ly  attractive. Recent studies done by different researchers 
[73,76-77] out l i ned the fol lowing techno-economic advantages of the membrane-based 
pretreatment: ( I )  improvement of the nephelometric characteristics of water after pretreatment that 
makes them less vulnerable to seawater qual ity, ( 2 )  reduction of RO membranes foul ing rate, ( 3 )  
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exten ion of the l i fet ime of the RO membranes, (4)  decrease in the rate of chemical consumption, 
( 5 )  decrease in the frequency of chemical cleaning,(6)  reduction in the hydraul ic  resistance of the 
RO cau ed by fou l ing that, in tum, result in decreased energy consumption,(7) l imited labor 
requirement, and (8 )  decrea ed manufacturing e penses in water product ion. 
Oriol i  at of. [78 ]  outl ined the concept of integration of membrane operations for seawater 
de a l inat ion. It was pointed out that N F  as a pretreatment a l lows increas ing water recovery of the 
RO up to 50°'0. Pretreatment based on U F  and M F  leads to significant reduction in capital cost 
( from 2 .00 - 4.00/gal to $ 1 .75 -3 .25/ga l )  that corresponds to 1 2- 1 8%. AI-Sheikh [ 79] described 
WRO pretreatment at the Jeddah plant in Saudi Arabia. Particular aspects of membrane-based 
pretreatment ( i nsta l led on RO plant in Japan) are discussed by Taniguchi and Rosberg [ 80-8 1 ] . 
Rautenbach el al. [ 37 ]  outl ined the concept of seawater desal ination based on UF pretreatment. 
Chakravorty and Layson [ 82 ]  described the case of a membrane-based pretreatment where 
polypropylene membranes (with 0.2 micron) were used. An operating pressure was observed to be 
1 00 kPa. The SO l 1 5  index has been observed to be less then 3 .  Graeme et 01. [ 83 ]  presented data on 
U F-ba ed pretreatment i nstal led at K indasa in Saudi Arabia. The performance of a UF membrane 
(at the trans-membrane pressure (TMP) < 0.2 bar) was observed to be stable at the level of 95-98 
Llm2/h, (No FeCI) dosing were done). The system is characterized by a decreased demand for 
chemical cleaning. (The RO fol lowed by U F  pretreatment doesn't require chemical clean ing 
regeneration over 6 months of the pi lot test). No organic fou l ing of RO was observed to take place 
over the pi lot test. Brehant el 01. [76] described a UF pi lot plant equipped with "Aquasource" 
system. based on hollow fiber polymeric membranes with molecular weight cut-off of 1 00,000 
Dalton. Teuler et 01. [ 7 1 ] described an "Aquasource" UF pi lot system using cel l ulose derivat ive 
membrane and having an area of 7.2 m2 and with molecular weight cut off of 1 00 kDalton. The 
pi lot study demonstrated the fol lowing performance: ( I )  flux :  1 00 L/hlm2 (at t=20 0c), (2) specific 
permeab i l ity (at t=20 C, ilP=0.45 bar) was observed to be 240 L/hlm2/bar; (3)  specific energy 
consumption is 0. 1 kWh/m3( fi ltrate) .  Ol ueckstem el oZ. [84]  submitted data on U F  pretreatment 
with capi l lary membrane based on polyether sulfone polymer, where 1 0  of cap i l lary is 0.8 mm; 
membrane area is  25 m2, and the M WCO i s  1 50,000 Dalton . 
Ooto et al. [ 85 ]  described a demonstration S W RO plant with a capacity of 200 m3/day. The plant 
has a U F-based pretreatment with PVDF ( Poly-V inyl idene F luoride) membranes with nominal 
pore-size of O. l l1m and effect ive area of 50 m2 per module. I t  can provide an SOl index <4 and 
resist h igh concentration of free chlorine. M F  power consumption was 0.32 kWh/m
3 . 
According to expert's esti mates the membrane-based pretreatment is characterized by smaller 
footprints for the same capacity. In  part icular, Gal loway and Teng el al. [70, 77] stated that the 
membrane-based pretreatment requires less than 50 % of the area of conventional pretreatment. I n  
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addit ion it has a po it ive impact on RO characterist ic due to the higher qual ity of pretreatment. 
namely, it w i l l  increase the fl ux rate of RO that, in turn, results in reduction of required RO ize and 
capital cost [ 86 ] .  
ew configurat ion of  membrane system implying the concept of  submerged or immersed 
membranes ha become widely accepted in technology of wastewater recyc l ing, membrane 
bioreactors, and surface water treatment plants. The e system consist of the shel l- less hol low 
fiber bei ng immer ed into a tank that is  open to the atmosphere. The driv ing force is generated by 
applying acuum using a centr ifugal pump. The appl ied vacuum can range from 0. 1 4  to 0.63 bars. 
Permeate is removed by suction. For the shear stress at the membrane surface to increase, the air 
bubbl ing can be appl ied. Some authors referred to these processes as low pressure MF. Lmpl ication 
of this concept in technology of water recycl i ng, in biotechnology, and in sewage treatment was 
onsidered by d ifferent authors, [75, 87-89] ,  considered an appl ication of the submerged membrane 
ystem produced by 'Zenon" .  The pi lot te ts conducted on seawater (at MPT of 25 kPa) gave a 
permeabi l ity of25 Llm2.h .  
2 _ 3 _ 3  Wate r q u al i ty and tec h nolog ical as pects of m e m b rane- based 
p retreatment 
Data published by d ifferent researchers [ 28 ,  73 , 76-77] pointed to advantage of membrane based 
pretreatment, such as decreased vulnerabi l i ty of qual i ty of fi l trate to seawater qual ity. Qual i ty of 
water after membrane- based pretreatment was observed to be capable of consistently reducing 
turbidity to less then 0. 1 NTU d isregarding turbidity level of influx .  Taniguchi  [80] indicated that 
the SDI  value of the treated seawater with M F  is kept below 4 disregarding the po l l ution of 
eawater. G l ueckstern et al. [ 84 ]  came to the s imi lar concl usions, namely:  qual i ty of UF fi ltrate is 
less vul nerable to variation of seawater qual ity. Henthorne [ 86]  compared the performance of 
membrane pretreatment and the conventional one. The study indicates that membrane pretreatment 
require lower chemical addition to achieve better water qual ity, in particular 0- 1 .5 ppm and 5-6 
ppm ferric ch loride, for membrane and conventional cases respectively. The membrane fi ltration 
provides susta inable water qual ity with the SOl  index being from 0.6 to 2 regardless the qual ity of 
raw water. On the other hand, conventional pretreatment requires constant adj ustment of rate of 
coagulant i njection and has di fficulty meeting values of the SOl index being less than 5 when the 
raw feedwater q ual ity exceeds turbidity val ues greater than 1 0- 1 5  NTU. Clean ing frequency was 
approxi mately every 42 days using conventional,  compared to no c lean ing requirements to date for 
the membrane pretreatment. Ebrah im [90] considered various types of pretreatment, such as 
conventional, microfiltration and beachwel l  technologies. Conventional pretreatment of surface 
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water produces un teady feed water qual i t),  since microfi ltration is suitable for pretreatment of 
surface eawater feed for RO plant . Reduction in the COO and BOD were not always satisfactory 
in conventional pretreatment, where these characteristics were reduced substantial ly in M F  fi ltrate. 
imi l ar re ults were achieved by Chua et al. [9 1 ]  where the performance of di fferent pretreatment 
system before RO was considered. The conventional pretreatment system was not efficient to 
remo e o i l  and grea e existing in seawater. The rej ection of total suspended sol ids prior to the 
cartridge fi l ter was ob erved to be 77.5%. In addition to the fluctuation of the SOl index of the 
fi l trate, the chemical consumption and frequent replacements of cartridge filters were considered to 
be as a di advantage of the e ystems. In the UF system, the sea water and fi ltrate were used as feed 
water respect ively. In considered case the SOl  of the UF fi ltrate was more stable than fi ltrate after 
and fi lters. The M F  pretreatment was tested and the resu lt showed a moderate removal of col loidal 
si l i ca and suspended sol ids. I t  was shown that the removal of col loidal s i l i ca and bacterial col i form 
could be i mproved using U F  pretreatment. The observed degree of organics removal was found to 
be 1 6°'0, whi le no reject ion in the case of oi l  and grease was found. The M F  results showed that 
moderate removal of col loidal  s i l i ca and suspended sol ids were possible through M F  pretreatment. 
There was no rejection of react ive s i l ica. Membrane pretreatment produces fi ltrate of a better 
qual i ty, where the SOl i ndex was found to be less than 3. The removal of foul ing constitutes of 
seawater invest igated by Brehant et aZ. [76] was observed to be more effic ient using UF 
pretreatment than wi th  conventional pretreatment. The U F  reduced the SOl index from 1 3-25 to 
less than 0.8 whereas the OM F fi ltered water SDI  remained between 2.7 and 3.4 .  
The comparison between sources of Gul f seawater was done by Bonnelye [92] .  The study focuses 
on comparison of performance of pi lot plants in the Gulf of Oman and Arabian Gulf. The 
pretreatment schemes were based on d i fferent technologies, conventional and membrane 
pretreatment. The conventional system appl ied to seawater from Gulf of Oman showed good 
qual i ty of fi ltered water i n  terms of turbidity being at the level of 0. 1 NTU, and the SOl index 
which decreased from 5 to 2.6. The efficiency of organics removal was found to be 25%. Simi lar 
result  was obtained from the Arabian Gu lf  water, (where a minor increase in turbidity to 0.7 NTU 
and the SOl  index 1 .8-2.9). The membrane pretreatment gave good results in term of turbidity, 
algae and hydrocarbon removal, l eading to a rel iable SOl  val ues bei ng < 3. Another comparison 
study was done at the ( Ei l at site) and on the Medi terranean ( Ashdod s ite), based on UF equi pment 
with capi l l ary backwashable elements operated in dead end flow mode. The conventional 
pretreatment unit i ncl uded in- l ine flocculation fol lowed by media fi ltration. During the test period 
both of them produced fi ltrate water of good qual i ty, the SOl  was in the range of 0.8-3 .8 and 
turbidity ranges from 0 . 1 to 0.2 NTU. On the average, the UF pretreatment produced feed water 
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with lower 01 and turbidity than the con entional pretreatment system. On the other hand 
according to Glueck tern ef al. [ 84] ,  the conventional pretreatment had a minor water loss during 
the backwash ing re ul t ing in h igher recovery rate than the water recovery of the UF unit. Wi If and 
ch ierach [28 ]  proved that MP and UF can produce feedwater for RO of rel iable qual i ty. It is a cost 
competi t i  e alternative to conventional technology and wi l l  result  in improved economics of the 
WRO through the reduction of chemical cost, required frequency of cleaning and costs of labor 
and membrane replacement. The total forecast reduction was expected to be approximately 1 0% of 
total water cost. im i lar studies were done by Teng et af. [ 77] where the data on pi lot study with 
di fferent techniques such as ul trafi ltrat ion ( UF)  and microfi ltration ( M F )  were presented. The 
results showed that membrane pretreatment produced a fi ltrate with SOl  index less than 3. (The SOl 
of u r  fi ltrate was less than that of M F). 
UF pretreatment based on "Aquasource" was considered by Teuler et af. [70] .  The specific flux of 
the UF membrane remained stable during the pi lot test that seemed to be not sensit ive to high 
sal in ity of the seawater and mechanical  resistance. The test con finned that the variation of seawater 
qual i ty ,  transmembrane fl ux and transmembrane pressure have low impacts on the SOl index of 
fi ltrate. 
Van Hoof ef al. [93 ] studied UF for seawater pretreatment and reprocessing effluents of waste 
water treatment plant ( W WTP). The U F  system used in the pi lot plant was developed by X-Flow in  
cooperation wi th  the "NORIT membrane technology" .  The system was instal led at  Addur SWRO 
desal inat ion plant. The SDI and turbidity were shown to be reduced whi le passing through U P  (No 
pre l im inary pretreatment before the UF was appl ied). The SOl being 1 8- 1 9  in  feed water was 
reduced up to 1 - 1 .5 .  Turbidity was reduced from 3-4 NTU to 0.3 NTU in  fi ltrate. 
Spec ific energy consumption is essential techno-economic characteristic it is dependent upon 
required driv ing force and hydraul ic resistance. Data on energy consumption for the main and 
aux i l iary equipment are given by Van Hoof et af. and Crespo and Boddeker [93-94] presented data 
on energy consumption for U F  i n  dead- end mode with penneabi l ity 57 I IIm2-h, an energy 
consumption was observed to be o. I kWhlm3. Goto et al. [75]  provided data on energy consumption 
by M F  pretreatment bei ng instal led on demonstration S W RO plant with capaci ty 200 m]/day. M F  
power consumption is  0.32 k W h/m3 • 
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2 . 3 . 4 Economic  as pects of the m e m b rane-based pretreatment 
According to data ubmitted by E WA [ 54] ,  the cost of pretreatment in brackish and seawater 
de a l ination ranges from 3 to 60 % of the total water production cost. Data publ ished by Durham 
and Walton [55 ] pre ented the pretreatment cost to be 22 .97% of the total water co t, (data related 
to Doha Rever e O  mo is Plant with capa ity 4546 m3/day). Hafez and EI-Menharawy [95 ] gave an 
itemized structure of the capital cost for W RO de a l ination plants based on the I P  project type 
where the cost of pretreatment varies from 9 to 1 2  % of the total cost. 
According to re earch done by G lueckstem et at. [ 84 ]  for the desa l ination plants on the Red Sea 
( Ei lat ite) and on the Mediterranean (Ashdod site), the cost of membrane pretreatment is higher 
than the cost of convent ional pretreatment. The cost of UF equipment a l located to water cost is 
estimated to be $ 0.04 8- $ 0 .057/m3 whi le the cost of equipment for conventional scheme ranges 
from 0.0 1 to $ 0.02 1m3. In contrast Ebrah im et at. [96] state that the total unit costs produced by 
conventional and microfi ltration units are 0 .093 $/m3 (28. 1 53 fi ls/m3) and 0 .04 $/m3 ( 1 2.264 
fi l  1m3), re pecti vely. Roberto el al. [97] showed that specific production costs for M F  and UF 
plants are about 5% lower than conventional water production, ( but the dosing of activated carbon 
wi l l  i ncrease the O&M costs to - 20% of the conventional schemes). A comparison of the capital 
costs reveals  that membrane plants are 30-50% cheaper than the conventional treatment plants 
considered in the study. 
A l -Malack [98] ,  estimated the cost of microfi ltration process and d ifferent schemes of conventional 
wastewater treatment. Capital cost analysis showed that the cost of slow sand fil ters was the lowest 
among a l l  the systems being compared. More than 50% of reduction in the capital cost was 
obtai ned when cross flow microfi l tration was replaced by slow sand fi ltration. The economic study 
showed that the capital cost of conventional tertiary treatment process is more than 65% higher than 
that of cross flow microfi ltration, whi le  the annual operation and mai ntenance expenses were 2 1  % 
l ess. 
Gl ueckstem et al. [84 ]  gave the fol lowing economic data on membrane pretreatment: the specific 
investment, i nc l ud ing site and uti l it ies: 1 1 2 .5- 1 37.5 $/m3/day; where the cost of U F  equipment 65.5 
-87.5 $/m3/day; total U F  fi ltrate cost ( i nc l .  investment+ operating cost): 0.048- 0.057 $/m3. 
Glueckstem et al. [84]  outl ined advantages of membrane based pretreatment such as decreased 
vulnerab i l i ty of U F  fi ltrate characteristics to seawater qual i ty, but at the same t ime they pointed that 
the cost of membrane pretreatment is  higher than the cost of conventional pretreatment. This 
process can be feasible for s ites which require very expensive conventional pretreatment or where 
wide fluctuation of raw water qual ity can be expected. 
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W i l f  and chierach [28 ]  expected that UF and M F  to be an attract ive pre-treatment technolog) . 
IOce F and M F  have been commercial ized, it enables a more advanced RO system design which 
should result in increased rel iabi l ity and lower water cost. According their estimates, the total water 
co t hould be reduced by about I O%.( Esti mates are done for the cases where the flux rate in RO 
sy tern has to be 1 3 .6 Llm2-h). Gl ueckstem el 01. [84] gave techno economic data of membrane­
based pretreatment . oagulant was added to the U F  feed at the rate 0.3 ppm. The fl ux rate of UF 60 
1 20 11m2 -h. UF membrane were backwashed with fi Itrate at the interval of 1 5  -30 min .  ( During the 
backwash a free ch lorine ( i n  the form of hypoch loride) was added to the fi ltrate to the level of 20 
ppm). onventional sy tem was more vul nerable to fluctuation of seawater qual ity. 
2 . 3 . 4 . 1 Capita l  cost (Cost of i n stal led e q u i pment) 
Configurat ion of the flow diagram and cost of i nsta l led equipment are s ite-spec ific and dependent 
upon di fferent factors that make analysis of publ ished data complicated. Majority of appl ied 
conventional schemes incl ude the fol lowing unit operations and subsystems:  ( I )  intake; (2 )  
coagulat ion chamber; ( 3 )  mult imedia and cartridge fi lters; ( 5 )  chlorination system, (6)  chemical 
regeneration and backwashing systems. Membrane-based schemes avai lable in l iterature have no 
uni fied configurat ion and in any part icular case require special analysis. Glueckstem el of. [84] 
estimated the spec ific investment, includ ing site and uti l i ties as 1 1 2.5- \ 37.5 $/m3/day, where the 
cost of U F  equipment to be 65 .5 -87.5 $/m3/day, whi le the cost of equipment for conventional 
pretreatment ( incl uding c larifier and two stage fi ltration) ranges from 40 to 45 $/m3/day. A study 
done by bureau of reclamation [99] reported results where the equipment cost for membrane and 
conventional treatment are 374.4 1 $/m3/day and 260.0 I $/m3/day respect ive ly. Galaway [70] 
concluded that cost of membrane treatment is  h igher than the cost of conventional treatment for 
W RO. Hafez and EI-Menharawi [95]  estimated the specific  cost for conventional pretreatment 
consist ing of sett l i ng equipment. media and M F, to be 1 6 1  $/m3/day. Study done by A I-Malack [98] 
showed that capital cost for wastewater treatment using microfiltration expected to be 272.65 
$/m'/day that is  h igher than the cost of conventional treatment 2 1 0.78 $/m3/day. (The conventional 
pretreatment consists of coagulation and sand fi ltration.) However, Ebrahi m  ef 01. [ 1 00]  gave an 
esti mate of the capital cost of microfiltration system to be 62.33 $/mJ/day, whi le the capital cost for 
conventional treatment was estimated to be 229.87 $/m3/day. Gote and L iu  [ 1 0 1 ]  gave an estimate 
of specific cost of seawater pretreatment before RO based on submerged membranes as 238 
$/m3/day. According to economic study done by Duranceau et oZ. [ 1 02 ] ,  the total i nstal led UF 
equipment cost is  0.68 $/gal/day ( 1 80 $/m3/day). The data are relevant for the plant with capacity 
1 .67 MGD. Data presented by W i l f  and K l inko [7 ]  corresponds to the case where two stages of 
gravity fi ltration with 40% of permeate recovery were insta l led. The cost of pretreatment estimated 
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to be 3.258 1 06 gi es the specific cost of pretreatment 1 43 .5  ImJ da}. The operation co t was 
calculated for U F  pretreatment. 
2 . 3 . 4 . 2  Operation a n d  mai ntenance cost (O&M cost) 
According to data submitted by Van Hoof et aZ. [93 ] operat ing costs for UF pretreatment, are 
e pected to be 0.07- 0.09 Rlm3 . O& M costs include the fol lowing items: ( I )  cost of energy; (2)  
cost of chemicals;  (3)  cost of membrane replacement; (4)  labor cost. 
o t of energ} i dependent upon specific energy consumption that is in turn is i n fluenced by 
required driv ing force and re istance. Any desal ination process i s  equipped by the fol lowing main 
and au i l i ary equi pment:  intake pumps, chemicals dosing pumps and air scouring blowers. 
According to data publ ished by Ebrah im and Abdel -Jawad [ 1 03] ,  the cost of consumed energy is 
about 42.7% of the operat ing cost. The main energy consuming equipment is  i nstal led on the stage 
of RO desal inat ion whi le the pretreatment i s  characterized by minor energy consumption. The 
power consumption cost given by Ebrah im e( al. [ 1 00] is 0.023 $/ mJ for membrane pretreatment 
and 0.032 $1 m3 for conventional pretreatment when the power cost is 0.06 $/kWh.  (Gl ueckstem ef 
aZ. [ 84 ]  found that power consumption of UF process is 0.0045$/ m3 when the power cost is 0.05 
/kWh .  
Table 2-5 : Cost of energy based on  avai lable publ ished data 
Energy Cost, $/kWh Reference 
0.04-0.09 Elttouney et a!., 2002 [44] 
2 0.05 G lueckstem et a!., 2002 [84] 
3 0.048 Hafez and E I-Menharawy, 2002 [95] 
'"'- 0.059 Ebrah im et aI., 200 I [ 1 00] 
Cost of chemicals represents 5.5% of O&M costs for the whole process that suppose to be at the 
level of 0.05 $/m3, [5 , 1 03 ] .  According to their estimates the expenses for chemicals to be 5 .7% of 
O&M cost that correspond to 0.047 $/m3. G l ueckstem et al. [ 84 ]  and Ebrah im et af. [ 1 00] estimated 
the chemical  cost from l 3 .7% to 26% of O&M costs ( i n  case of conventional pretreatment). It was 
found the cost of chemicals i n  convent ional pretreatment to be h igher than i n  membrane 
pretreatment ( See Table 2-6). The d ifference between these data can be explained by different 
water qual ity used in the studies. 
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Table 2-6: Co t of chemical for conventional and membrane-based pretreatment [84, 1 OOJ 
Pretreatment cheme 
Chemicals Cost, $/m3 
Data by Gl ueckstem et 01., [ 84 ] Data by Ebrah im el 01., [ 1 00] 
Conventional s stem 
2 Membrane sy tern 
*0" o f O&M Cost 
0.048 (2 1 .9%)' 
0.027 ( 1 3 .7%)' 
0.0 1 55 (26.2%)' 
0.00545 ( 1 8 .7%)' 
Table 2-7: Cost of chemicals used for seawater and brack ish water pretreatment [48]  
/kg $/m3 
1 Antifoam 2 .54 0.003 
2 Sul furic ac id 0.58 0.0 1 
3 Antiscalant 4.38 0.0 1 
4 odi um hexametaphosphate 0.77 0.005 
5 Caustic  (NaO H )  0.5 1 0.005 
6 Sodium su lfide 0. 1 3  0.005 
7 Ch lorine 0.33 0.003 1 
2 . 3 . 4 . 3  Labor cost 
The labor cost depends on various factors such as : technological level, structure of labor market, 
plant ownership etc. The cost of water whi le desal i nation is not labor intensive technology is not 
ensitive to labor coat. Data publ ished by [ 1 00, 1 04] stated that the labor cost ranges from 3- 5% of 
the total water cost. 
2 . 4 Con clusions based on the an alysis of published d ata 
Analysis of publ ished data indicates that membrane-based schemes have become commercial ly 
competi t ive. These schemes are characterized by the foHowing techno-economic advantages : ( I )  
smal ler footprints for the same capacity, (2)  improvement of nephelometric characteristics of water 
after pretreatment that makes them less vulnerable to seawater qual ity; (3 )  reduction of RO 
membranes foul i ng rate; (4 )  extension of l i fet ime of RO membranes; ( 5 )  decrease of rate of 
chemical consumption; (6) decrease frequency of chemical cleaning; (7) reduction in hydraul ic 
resistance of RO caused by fou l ing that, un tum, result i n  decreased energy consumption; (8)  
l im ited labor requirement and decreased manufacturing expenses i n  water production. 
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3 O bj e ct i v e s a n d  m e t h o d o l o g y  o f  t h i s  s t u d y 
Thi tudy focu e on compari on of conventional and membrane-based types of pretreatment . The 
study i based on experimental data received from pi lot system and ful l-scale plants. Technological 
efficiency of pretreatment ystem can be characterized by the decrease of the fou l ing factors. This 
tud) focu e on technological and economic aspects of the technology that, in tum, is based on the 
e timation of the technological and economic indicators. Three groups of indicators were used for 
comparison of alternati es. The fi rst group incl udes water quality data; the second one on 
technological characterist ics of equipment, and the third group covers the economic characteristics 
of the process. Water qual ity after pretreatment ( I  st group) is characterized by the fol lowing main 
nephelometric indicators: turbidity, total suspended solid, SDI index and the degree of its rejection. 
The econd group of indicators includes normal ized permeabi l ity, transmembrane pressure 
difference, energy consumption, and deterioration of these characteristics during the test period. 
The third group includes cost of chemical and energy a l located to cost of produced water. 
3 . 1  Obj ectives of the Study 
Published data and regional experience, [24-30], confi rm that the membrane pretreatment before 
RO is becoming a competitive technology. According to the publ ished studies these schemes are 
characterized by many techno-economic advantages (see section 2.3 .2). Within the context of the 
problem this study foc uses on the analysis of techno-economic aspects of conventional and 
membrane-based pretreatment before RO desal ination. It is aimed to the fol lowing objectives: 
• Estimation of the nephelom etric characteristics of water such as turbidity, total suspended 
sol id, and the SDI i ndex and the degree of its rejection. 
Estimation of the tech nological cha racteristics of equipment  such as normal ized permeabi l ity, 
transmembrane pressure, energy consumption and deterioration of these characteristics during 
the test period. 
• Estimation of the cost of chem ical and energy a l located to the cost of produced water. 
Estimation of the cost of instal led equipment in the stage of pretreatment for the scheme of the 
demo plant proposed by Japan Cooperation Center for the M iddle East. (The proposal is within  
the program "Advanced Hybrid Desal ination System in  Abu Dhabi).  For the economic 
esti mation of these schemes the "Super Pro-Designer software" Iwww.intell igen.coml is going 
to be used. 
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3 . 2  M ethodology 
3 . 2 . 1 C r ite ria for est i mation of wate r q ual i ty 
• Silt Density I ndex (SOl , s )  
It i a measure of the overa l l  impurities that can cause membrane fou l ing (or blocking). Jt can be 
expre sed as: 
( 1 - t / t ) or = ' 2 1 00% t T [3- 1 ] 
Where t ,  is the t ime requi red to fi lter 500 ml measured at the start of the test; t2 is the fi ltration time 
req uired for the same volume of the sample at the end of test, and 't is the duration of the test 
(normal ly 't - 1 5 minutes). 
• Turbidit  
1t is  a quantitat ive i ndicator of col loidal  and heterogeneous matter and is  measured in 
ephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU). The rejection of turbidity through a pretreatment system can 
be expre sed as fol lows: 
R( X )  = (X,,, - X()(IT ) / X'N [3-2 ] 
Where Xn-, and XOL'T are the turbidity of the in let and outlet streams respectively. 
• Total Suspended Sol ids (TSS) 
It is  a quantitat ive i ndicator of suspended matter. Reduction of the TSS through pretreatment 
system can be expressed as: 
[3-3 ] 
Where Y p-.: and Y OUT are the TS in mg/I for the in let and out let streams, respect ively. 
• I ron Reduction 
To avoid ox idation of ferrous ion ( Fe+2) into ferric ox ide within a permeator, concentration of iron 
should be decreased before entering the RO unit .  [t can be expressed as: 
[3-4 ] 
Where, ZN & Zo T are the concentration of i ron, Ilg/l, in raw water and at the point of downstream 
after the Dual media fi lter, respect ively. 
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3 . 2 . 2  Cr iter ia  for Est i m at ion of Tech nolog i cal  Characte r ist ics of 
Eq u i pment 
• Tran  mem brane  Pre ure Difference (TM PD) 
The tran membrane pre sure d i fference is  the driv ing force for the membrane separation which is  
defined as the d ifference in  pressure between the fi ltrate side of the membrane and the permeate 
ide of the membrane. As uming l i near distribution of the operati ng pressure in a h igh pressure 
channel ,  the TMPD can be expres ed as: 
[3-5 ] 
• Specific Energy Consum ption 
pecific energy consumption by pumps, kWh/m3 (fi ltrate), is an essential criterion for techno­
economic eval uat ion. It strongly depends on the recovery and can be expressed as fol lows: 
!1P * Qfoed c = ---�-
Qjill 
[3-6] 
Where £ the energy required. kW 
�P :  the  d ifferential pressure across the pump, bar 
Q reed : the feed flowrate of the l iquid, m3fh 
Q fill : the fi ltrate flowrate of the l iqu id, m3fh 
• S pecific Chem ical Consum ption 
The chemicals needed for the pretreatment stage are varying on the dosing regIme and rate 
dependi ng on the water qual ity speci ficat ions. Because this item can constitute a sign ificant portion 
of the operation cost, it is worth to take it into consideration in the eval uation procedure. 
• Norm al ized Perm eabi l i ty of the Mem branes 
The observed membrane permeabi l ity is a measure of the transmembrane fl ux . I t  can be expressed 
in m3/m2.s.bar. Being determined at the current operating temperature, it should be converted to its 
normal ized value, at a reference temperature (t=25 °C). To account the effect of operating 
temperature, the observed permeabi l i ty should be mult ipl ied by a correction factor equals to ratio of 
viscosity at operati ng temperature to the v iscosity at the reference temperature (10=25 QC). 
A ,=25 = A t � 
)..I t=25 
[3-7] 
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• Norm al ized Permeabi l i ty Deteriorat ion 
The dec l ine of normal ized permeabi l ity characterizes the deterioration of the membrane 
permeabi l ity during the te t period; it can be e pressed by the fol lowing relation: 
p - p y = I n * 1 00 
P, 
[ 3-8] 
W here Y i s  the deterioration in normal ized permeabi l ity,  %. P, is the average permeabi l ity in the 
very beginning of the test period, P" is the average permeabi l i ty at the end of the test period. The 
previous criteria are used in the case stud ies evaluation which are described and analyzed in the 
next chapter. 
• tanda rd Deviat ion 
Many experimental readings are characterized by stochastic behav iour. For the degree of their 
fl uctuation to be e a luated., the Standard Deviation [ 1 05 ] has to be eval uated. It can be expressed 
as: 
SD = [3 -9] 
n 
Where X, : experimental reading; X, : val ue estimated by l inear approximation, and n : number 
of readings. 
3 . 2 . 3  Est i m at ion of Econ o m i c  I n d i cators of the Process (Capital and O&M 
Cost) 
Capital and the O&M costs were considered as economic i ndicators in this study. The structure of 
the fi xed capital investment ( inc luding direct and indirect cost segments) was adopted from Peters 
and Timmerhaus [ 1 06] . The fixed capital cost i s  equal to the sum of the direct ( DC) and indirect 
costs ( I  C ). The total direct cost ( DC )  incl udes the fol lowing i tems: equi pment purchased cost; 
instal lation; piping & instrumentation; insulat ion; buildings; yard i mprovement; and auxi l iary 
faci l i t ies. The total indirect cost ( lC )  includes payment for engineering and construction. The O&M 
cost includes the fol lowing of expenses: energy; membrane replacement; l abor; etc. 
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4 C o n ve n t i o n a l  a n d  M e m b r a n e - B a s e d  
P r e t r e at m e n t b e fo r e R O : C a s e  S t u d i e s  
The chapter focu e on analysis of technological schemes for conventional and membrane-based 
pretreatment. Eval uation of d ifferent chemes is based on the data gathered from the pi lot systems 
and e i t ing RO plant . The fo l lowing pretreatment schemes were considered in the study: ( I )  
on entional pretreatment of the RO pi lot plant insta l led by Ondeo Ltd. located at Al-Tweelah 
ite; (2 )  Conventional pretreatment in tai led on AI-Fujairah hybrid desal ination plant: (3 )  
Membrane based pretreatment based on the "Zenon" system located on A I-Taweelah site; (4)  
Membrane-based pretreatment based on the "Aquasource" system located at A I-Taweelah site, (5 )  
the hybrid type of pretreatment proposed by Graham Tech Pte Ltd. (S ingapore) located in  Bainouna 
power station, and (6) RO desal ination plant in Addur ( Bahrain).  The ful l  description and analysis 
of each part icular case is  given below. 
4 . 1 Pretreatm ent 
s chemes 
before RO based on conven tional 
The majority of ex isting RO desal ination plants are equipped with s imi lar type of conventional 
pretreatment based on coagulation and multimedia fi ltration. The majority of the conventional 
schemes include ( 1 )  dis infect ion, (2) flocculation, and (3 )  fi ltration 
4 . 1 . 1 A I - Fuj a i rah hybrid p lant  
A I-Fuj airah cogenerative plant is considered as  the fi rst one of its kind in  the Middle East region 
and one of the biggest in the world that uses a combination of the two water desal ination 
technologies. The production of power is  656 MW and of water 1 00 M I GD, respectively. The 
desal inat ion plant produces 62.5 M IGD of water using the multi-stage flash (MSF)  and 37.5 M IGD 
by reverse osmosis ( RO). The desalted water is  transported to the Northern Emirates and further to 
Abu Dhabi city through a I 79-ki lometer dual pipe l ine. 
The qual ity of the seawater of the intake point of AI-Fujairah plant i s  characterized by more stable 
val ues of indicators. According to Bonnely et af. [92] ,  the seawater of the Gulf of Oman is less 
vul nerable to seasonal variation and characterized by a turbidity around 0.2 NTU, and a SDI5 index 
of less than 6. The seawater analysis at Gulf  of Oman is given in Appendix B. 
The water produced by the RO plant has a TDS of less than 1 80 ppm and a ch loride content of less 
than 1 20 ppm. The RO plant consists of the fol lowing unit equipment : ( 1 )  Seawater intake, (2 )  
Coagulation chamber, ( 3 )  Dual media fi l ter, (4 )  Cartridge fi lter, (5 )  H igh pressure pumps with 
recovery turbines, and (6) Reverse osmosis systems. 
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A i ngle tage RO would al low treated water with a TO of about 500 ppm, therefore, a econd 
pas stage, treati ng about 80°'0 of the total capac ity coming from the first pass i instal led. The first 
pas i designed for a recovery rate of about 43% and consists of 1 8  RO trains running continuously 
in paral le l .  ach train include a high pressure pump and a RO rack. Common headers are provided 
at the del i very of the high pre sure pumps and at the outlet of the rejects. The second pass is 
de igned for a recovery of 90%, which gives a total recovery rate of 4 1  %. The second pass consists 
of 8 RO train . The brine i returned to the turbine and excess energy is recovered before being 
di charged to the ea. The de alted water produced by the RO blocks in the fi rst pass is divided into 
two tream . one tream is fed to the second pass RO blocks and the other, to the desal inated water 
tanks. 
4 . 1 . 1 . 1  Conve nt iona l  p retreatment scheme (AI - Fujai rah hybr id plant) 
The plant under study is equipped with conventional pretreatment that consists of the fol lowing unit 
operation : ( 1 )  dis infect ion, (2) flocculation, and (3 )  fi ltration. The scheme shown in Figure 4-1 is a 
i mpl i fied flow-diagram of the pretreatment system. Chlorinated water from the intake ( 1 )  passes 
through the coagulat ion chamber (2), where ferric chloride (FeCh) is used as a coagulant, (3)  After 
the coagulat ion chamber, the seawater is passed through the multimedia fi lters at a fi ltration rate of 
8.66 m3j hi m2• The fi ltered water is co l lected in two storage tanks (3500 m\ located under the 
fi Iters. Then the fi Itered water passes through the cartridge fi Iters (4) for further treatment by 
antiscalant and sodium bisu lfite. The fi ltered water is then pumped to the RO plant through 1 8  
horizontal pumps with fixed speed (one pump per RO block). 
o Seawater Intake 
o Flocculation Chamber 
o Dual Media Filter 
• o Cartndge Filter 
Fliterale waler 
o 
F igure 4- 1 : Schematic flow diagram of pretreatment before RO (AI-Fujairah hybrid plant) 
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The pretreatment under consideration is accompanied by injection of chemicals. The fol lowing 
chemical were u ed : ( I )  odi um hypoch lorite, aOCI,  ( 2) ferric chloride. FeCb; ( 3 )  cationic 
oagulant. (4 )  ul furic acid, H2 04 ; ( 5 )  anti calant, and (6)  sodium bisul fite. Data on some specific 
reagent consumptions are gi en below. 
• Oi infection 
To prevent biological growth, periodical chlorination in intake is  appl ied. hock injections of 
odium hypochlorite (NaOC I )  are used on a weekly bas is  (2-3 ppm for 2 hours once a week). 
• Coagulation (and flocculation) 
The process u ed to reduce the forces between particles is  referred to as coagulation fol lowed by 
flocculation. The purpo e of flocculation is  to increase the col l i sions of coagulated sol ids in order 
to agglomerate them for fi lterable (or sett leable) sol ids. Flocculat ion is accompl ished by agitation 
of coagulated part icle in order to increase particles s ize (or densi ty). F locculation is carried out in 
two stages, each stage contain ing a chamber with two flocculators; each chamber has a 400 m3 
capacity. Injection rate of ferric ch loride ( FeCb) ranges from 3 to 5 ppm. To enhance the 
coagulat ion, ( hen the SOl > 20), a polyelectrolyte has to be used. Simpl i fied schematic diagram is 
shown in F igure 4-2. Main characteristics of coagulation chamber are given in Table 4- 1 .  
o Feed Flow ;::: . = 
o Over F low II .... .L.....I.-U. ........ L.....I.. ..&.....I....I49�;;:;�������ir::= 
o Impeller e 
e Shaft 
o Motor 
Figure 4-2 : Simpl ified schematic diagram of a coagulation chamber 
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Table 4- 1 : Coagulation Chamber characteri t ics [ I  07J 
umber of chambers 
Flow rate 
Dimen ion of the tank 
L iquid depth 
2 
2 1 000 m)/h 
L = 5 m, w = 5 m, h = 9.4 m 
8.7 m 
94 1 5  m31 h (total in let flow 1 8830 m3/h) 
1 
ominal flow rate 
umber of impel ler 
umber of blades 
chamber 
per impel ler per 3 
Blade diameter 
Through speed 




The fi ltrat ion proce s is used to remo e the suspended partic les (whether the e particles existed in 
the raw water or origi nated by a coagulation process). Each fi lter cell is  made up of a rectangular 
concrete tank fi l l ed by three layers of fi l tering media: pumice, sand, and gravel .  The upper layer of 
the granular fi lter media is  characterized by large particles size and low density when the lower 
layer has a fine part ic les size and greater density if particles ( F igure 4-3 ). The overal l  fi lt ration area 
is 2 1 70 m2 (The system i ncl udes 1 4  units with a unit area of 1 55 m\ The fi l tration rate is 8 .66 m3 
/h 1m2• The main characteri t ics of the dual media fi lter are shown in Appendix C. The suspended 
sol id  gradual ly block the porous space of the layer that, in tum, increases the hydraul ic resistance 
of the fi lter. In order to remove the hydraul ic  resistance a backwashing process should be applied. 
h3 ; 1 700 
h2 ;1700 










h1 =helghl under noor 
h2 ; Fillenng media helghl 
H3 ; Waler helghl above media 
� ---
10650 (Wash weirs) -
I 
'== 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
.IU 
1 100 
Pumice ; 0 70 m 
Sand 0 3  mm ; 0.40 m 
Gravel 4/6 ; 0 10 m 
Figure 4-3 : Schematic diagram of dual media fi ltration 
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There are two mai n teps in the fi ltration process : fi ltrat ion and washing. The fi ltration step in  
which water first flows through the larger ize material layer. This layer has an important retention 
capacity of u pended matters, with the larger part icles removed. water flows through the lower 
la er. This layer enables the fi ltered water to be refi ned. Because the upstream level is kept 
constant, the outlet now is equal to the incoming flow and clogging is compensated for unt i l  it 
reaches a maximum val ue that depends on the avai lable head. In the washing step after partial 
drainage. agitation with air alone to detach the impurit ies for 5 minutes appl ied. Then intense 
washing with water alone with material fluidization also appl ied to evacuate the impurit ies and 
reclas ification of the fil tering medium. The l ightest grains go upwards with ascending fluidization 
and the heaviest tays at low level ,  the water backwashing process takes 1 0  minutes. Fi Iters hould 
be washed when the head loss value in  the fi lter reaches a preset level or when the fi lter run length 
reaches a preset time or when the fi ltered water turbidity or the SOl  index exceed the preset val ue. 
• Cart ridge fil tration 
In  order to prevent the RO sy tem from accidental intrusion, a safety fi lter of cartridge type (with 5 
microns nominal pore size)  is instal led, as shown in F igure 4- 1 .  A safety fi lter is used. Differential 
pressure should not exceed 1 . 5 bars; otherwise the fi lter must be regenerated or replaced. Each 
cartridge fi lter is made up of a carbon steel vessel with a natural rubber inner layer. The support 
plates on which the fil tering cartridge are mounted, are ins ide the vessel .  The main characteristics 
of the cartridge fi lter are gi ven in Table 4-2. 
Table 4-2 : Cartridge fi lter characteristics [UWEC ]  
Design flow rate (m3/h ) 
umber of cartridge fi lter vessels 
Total number of cartridge fil ters 
Design d ifferential pressure (bar) 
Maximum differential pressure (bar) 
Total fi l teration area (m2) 
• Auxi l iary equipm ent 
1 060 





Air  blowers are used for production of pressurized air for cleaning and washing of the multi media 
fi lter. There are three blowers; two on duty and one stand by. The air blowers are working for 5-6 
hours per day with a flowrate of 4250 m3(h for each one. 
Sod ium hypochlorite (NaOCI )  is generated on-site and requires only salt, water and electricity to 
produce the amount of sodium hypochlorite needed. The process of generati ng sodium hypochlorite 
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in olves pas ing eawater through an electrolyt ic cell where electrolysis takes place according to 
the fol lowing equat ion : 
[4- 1 ]  
Products of electrolysis are sodium hypochlorite (NaOCI )  sol ution and hydrogen ( H2) gas. od ium 
hypochlori te olution contai n ing hydrogen is transferred from the electrolyzer unit to storage tank 
and hydrogen gas di  engages from the l iquid phase in the upper part of the tank. 
4 . 1 . 1 . 2 Wate r Qua l i ty Character ist ics afte r Pretreatment (AI - Fuja i rah 
hybrid p lant) 
The overal l  efficiency of the pretreatment can be characterized by the decrease of fou l ing factors 
and can be quant ified by the fol lowing characteristics: the s i l t  density index (SOl I5), turbidity, total 
u pended sol id , etc. Eval uat ion of the pretreatment is based on the quanti fication of these 
characteristics and est imation of the degree of their decrease. Analysis is based on data 
accumulated over the period from May to Ju ly of 2004. Data on sea water qual i ty are given in 
Appendix  B. 
• Silt Density I ndex (SOI l S) 
The a erage value of the SDT5 index before pretreatment is 1 5 .5 and average value of the SOl l 5 
i ndex after pretreatment i s  3.4 .  The experimental val ues of the 01 1 5  index (for seawater and water 
after pretreatment) are shown in F igure 4-4. The true standard deviation, for the seawater and the 
fi l trate readi ngs are equal to 1 .07 and 0.3, respecti vely. The true standard deviation, SD, can be 
interpreted as a measure of sensitivity of fi l trate to fl uctuation of seawater qual i ty. Comparison of 
the true standard deviat ion for seawater and for fi ltrate indicates that the fi ltrate readings are getting 
less randomized than that of seawater. Analysis of the behavior of the profile in Figure 4-4 indicates 
that the pretreatment system attained the required level of the SOl index. The SO l l5 index of the 
fi l tered water ranges from 2 to 4.5 that meets the required level of fi ltered water qual i ty .  
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Figure 4-4 : The SOl  index of seawater and fi ltrate water (AI-Fujairah hybrid plant) 
• Turbidity 
The cartridge fi lter i referred to a safety fi l ter, used to trap the accidental partic les from the RO 
feedwater. Turbidity is a quantitative indicator of the col loidal and dispersed matters. Averaged 
val ue of turbidity after pretreatment is 0. I S7 NTU. Experimental val ues of turbidity (for seawater 
and water after cartridge fil ter) are shown in F igure 4-S. The standard deviation, for seawater and 
fi ltrate are equal 0.4 and 0.09, respecti vely. The profile in F igure 4-S indicates that the pretreatment 
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Figure 4-S : Turbidity of seawater and fi ltrate after cartridge fi lter (AI-Fujairah hybrid plant ) 
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• Degree of turbid i ty rejection 
Efficienc) of the pretreatment technology can be expressed In terms of the degree of turbidity 
rejection; behaviour f the profile i shown in Figure 4-6.Averaged val ue of the degree of turbidity 
rejection is  equal to 0.75. True tandard deviation, SD, over the same period is  0. 1 9. Behaviour of 
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Figure 4-6: Degree of rejection of turbidity ( Al-Fujairah hybrid plant) 
A shown in Figure 4-7, the degree of the SDI index rejection varies from 0 to 38 % with an 
average of 1 0.3°'0. The degree of rejection is affected main ly by the water qual i ty to the cartridge 
fi lter which can increase or decrease th i s  degree. It is obvious from the trend of feed water SOl and 
degree of rejection behaviors that there is an i ncrease in each of them in paral lel  over the study 
period. This result confirms that cartridge fi lter is used as a safety fi lter no more and the main load 
of turbidity and SDi removal l ie  in the prel iminary stages not i n  the cartridge fi lter (See Figure 4-7). 
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Figure 4-7: Turbidity of fi ltrate water before and after cartridge fi lter (AI-Fujairah hybrid plant ) 
The mai n parameters taken into consideration in mentoring the perfonnance of the plant and as 
ind icator for fou l i ng potential (by measuring them before and after the treatments) are: temperature, 
turbidity, pH, conduct ivity, TDS, Dl ,  TPHC, i ron and free chlorine. The measurements were taken 
regularly with a certain schedule. Table 4-3 presents the most important parameters for the 
pretreatment stage. 
Table 4-3 : Characteristics for estimation of efficiency of pretreatment ( Data are averaged over the 
period from May 2004 to Ju ly 2004) 
Cbaracteristics Before pretreatment After pretreatment  
Turbidity .  NTU 0.368 0. 1 57 
D l 1 5  i ndex 1 4.6 3 .4 
i ron, ppm 0.058 0.009 
Total petroleum hydrocarbons, ppb 0.005 Not detected 
4 . 1 . 1 . 3  Con s u m pt ion of Chem icals  o n  the Stage of Pretreatment before 
RO (AI - Fuja i rah hybrid p lant) 
The specific chemicals consumption is an essential indicator for the evaluation of the techno­
economic characteristics of the process. The fo l lowing reagents were used: ( 1 )  ferric chloride. 
FeCh; (2 )  sulfuric acid, H2S04: ( 3 )  sodium hypoch lorite, NaCIO; (4 )  antiscalant; and (5 )  sodium 
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bi u lphi te, a2 OJ. Data on pec ific reagents consumption and cost of reagent a l located to water 
cost are given in Table 4-4 . 
Table 4-4 : peci fic consumption and expenses for chemicals used in the tage of pretreatment 
before RO (A I-Fujairah hybrid plant) 
onc S/kg. glmJ glmJ S/mJ S/ml 
Chemicals S/day 
ppm [ 1 07 ]  ( fi l trate) ( penneate) (fi l trate) ( penneate) 
hlorine 3 0.55 0.034 0.08 1 .8E-OS 4.S0E-05 0.35 
I-erric chloride 3 0.27 8 . 1 6  20.S8 2 .2E-03 5 .S7E-03 959.40 
Cationic coagul ant 0.85 1 .94 0.92 2.33 1 . 8E-03 4.53E-03 779.33 
� u l furic acid 25 0. 1 8  27. 1 9  68.63 4.9E-03 1 .24E-02 2 1 32.52 
ntiscalant 1 .05 1 .94 1 .05 2.65 2 .0E-03 5 . 1 5E-03 886.67 
odium bisulfite 6 0.50 0.2486 0.63 1 .2E-04 3 . 1 4E-04 54.00 
Total 0.0 1  0.03 48 1 2.27 
Analysis of the publi shed data indicates that the expenses for chemicals al located to water cost 
ranges from 4 .8-5 .7% of O&M costs for the whole system. [n particular Ebrahim and Abdel-Jawad 
[ 1 03 ] ,  gave an average value of 5 % that corresponds to 0.026 $/m3 . Ray and McCray [ J  2] however, 
gave a val ue of 5 .8% of 0 & M  (0.04 $/m3). Thus the data obtained from the Al-Fujairah plant are in 
l i ne with the publ ished data. 
4 . 1 . 1 . 4  E n e rgy con s u m pt ion i n  the Stage of Pretreatment before RO (AI ­
Fuj a i rah hybrid p lant) 
This study considers energy consumption only in the pretreatment stage. ( Energy consummg 
equipment located in the stage of the h igh pressure RO desal ination is outside the scope of the 
study).  The fol lowing energy consuming equipment were considered: ( 1 )  Intake pumps, (2) 
F locculation chamber, (3 )  Chemical dosi ng pumps, (4) Air  b lower and (5)  Cartridge fi l ter pump. 
Data on energy consumpt ion on the pretreatment before RO are consol idated in Table 4-5. The 
calculated energy consumption calculat ion for aux i l iary equipment used is  shown in Appendix  D 
and E .  
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2 Chemical do ing pump 
Antiscalant dosing pump 
Sodium bisulphite dosing pump 
Ferric chloride dosing pump 
uljilric acid dosing pump 
Cationic coagulant dosing pump 
3 Backwashing pump 
4 Air blower 
5 Flocculation mixers 
6 Cartridge fi lter pump 
7 Auxil iary consumption 
8 Tota l pecific energy consumption 
Specific energy consum ption 




8. 1 7E-06 







1 .04 kWh/mJ (permeate) 
[0.4 1 6  kWh/m3 ( fi ltrate)\ 
-Al l values in the table are expressed In tenns or kWh per cubic meter or RO penneate For the value to be 
converted to per cubic meter or filtrate after pretreatmenl the table value should be multipl ied by the degree or 
penneate recovery (40%) Thus, the specific energy consumption In tenns or filtrate after pretreatment IS equal \0 
0.4 1 6  k Wrum\ fiILrate) 
Analysis of the data shows that the chemical dosing pumps have insign ificant share in the power 
consumption. The overal l  energy consumption by the RO desal ination ( i nc luding the h igh pressure 
desa l ination and post-treatment operations) is 5. 1 5  k W h/m3 (permeate) .The energy consumed in the 
stage of pretreatment ( 1 .04 kWh/m3(permeate» represents only 20.2% of the overal l energy 
consumption. 
The cost of energy a l located to water cost is estimated to be 0.03 $/m3(permeate). This val ue is  
based on the assumption that the sel l ing cost of electric i ty is  0.03 $/kWh.  
4 . 1 . 1 . 5  S u m mary of res u lts (AI -Fuja i rah hybrid p lant) 
1 .  The SOI I 5  index of water after pretreatment ranges from 2 to 4.5, (whi le the SOls for the 
feed water ranges from 1 2  to 1 9) 
2. The turbidity of water after pretreatment ranges from 0. 1 to 0.4 NTU .  The instal led 
pretreatment system provides 75% degree of reject ion of turbidity .  
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3 .  The current tudy prove that 2 0  % 1 .04 kWhlm3( penneate)) of energy consumed by RO 
desal i nation is a l located in the stage of pretreatment. (Cost of energy a l located to water cost 
i est imated to be 0.03 Im\perrneate). 
4.  The conventional pretreatment before RO i characterized by rather h igh level of chemicals 
consumption. (Co t of chemicals al located to water cost are 0.03 $/m3(perrneate). 
5. The pretreatment tudied can be characterized by the fol lowing techno-economic and 
operating drawbacks: (A)  h igh rate of chemical consumption; ( B )  frequent backwash ing and 
(C) di fficult ie in control and maintenance. 
4 . 1 . 2 Conve nt iona l  Pretreatment by Ondeo Ltd (AI -Tweelah pi lot plant) 
This section contains data on conventional pretreatment before RO pi lot system proposed by the 
bidder "Degremont-Ondeo". The system was i nsta l led at A l-Tweelah site. Evaluation is based on 
data accumulated over the period from January 9, 2002 to October 30, 2002. I t  includes a set of the 
i nd icators spec ifying the water qual i ty and the technological characteristics. The flow diagram of 
the pi lot system by Ondeo-Degremont (capacity of 1 0  m3/day) is  shown in F igure 4-8. It contains 
the fol lowing main unit  equ ipment : ( I )  In take; (2) Settler; ( 3 )  F lotation Unit (Aqua-DAFTM ); (4) 
Dual media  fi l ters (two stages); (5) Cartridge fi l ter. 
e Seawater Intake 
o Sand Gnt removal 
o Flotabon Tank 
o Oual MedIa FIltratIon 




Figure 4-8 : Schematic flow diagram of the Ondeo pi lot plant 
The flotation and the dual-media fi ltration systems are shown in Figure 4-9, and Figure 4- 1 0, 
respect ively. The i ndicators used for the eval uation of the pretreatment are the S Ol index, turbidity, 
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total u pended o l id  (T ) and the degree of their  rejection. As shown in  F igure 4- 1 1  the 01 
inde read ing for the eawater range between 1 0  and 30 and the turbidity from 0. 1 to I TU. 
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F igure 4- 1 1 :  The SOl 1 5  index and turbidity of seawater (Ondeo pilot plant) 
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• i ft  Den ity I nde ( 0 1 1 5 )  
The average value of the  OJ I5 inde after pretreatment i 2.34 as shown in Figure 4- 1 2.The 
tandard deviation 0.27. Experimental a lue of OJ 15 after. The pretreatment varies from 1 .5 to 
3 . 1 .  Thi has been achieved by the efficient backwash ing of the media fi l ters. However, the data 
show high weel... ly variation. The smal l  SD shows however a stable operation. True standard 
de iat ion. , D. for seawater and fi ltrate readi ngs are equal to 4.9 and 0.27. respecti vely. Analysis of 
behavior of profile  in Figure 4- 1 2  indicate that the pretreatment system provides the required level 
of the OJ index . The 0 1 1 5  index after pretreatment is  below 3 . 1  that meet required level of 
fi l tered water qual ity. 
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Figure 4- 1 2 : S i lt density index (SDJ  15) after pretreatment (Ondeo pi lot plant) 
• Turbidity 
The turbidi ty of the raw water ranges from 0.2 1 to 3 .92 NTU. Its value after dual media fi lter 
( OM F) fluctuates between 0.03 and 0. 1 9  NTU. The average turbidity value after (OMF) is 0. 1 
TU.  The average degree turbidity rejection after OM F is 82%. Rejection of turbidity by 
pretreatment system over the test period is shown in Figure 4- 1 3 .  The data shows a sharp decrease 
in the turbid i ty rejection over the test period. 
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Figure 4- 1 3 : Degree of turbidity rejection (Ondeo pi lot plant) 
• Rejection of Total  Su pended Solids (TSS) 
The total suspended sol ids in  the downflow water after pretreatment varies from 1 to 1 6  mg/1 .  The 
average T S of the sea water is 9.3 mg/I and the average TSS after the DMF is 6. 1 mg/1 . Profile of 
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Figure 4- 1 4 : TSS after dual media fi lter (Ondeo pi lot plant ) 
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• Rejection of T during the spike te t 
Duri ng the pike test ( 1 2- 1 3  October 02), the suspended contamination were injected into the feed 
l i ne. Re u l ts of the test are shown in Table 4-6 .  
Table 4-6: T in the feed now and after the DMF during the spike test (Ondeo pi lot plant) 
I ndicator 
T in Feed Water. mg/L 
T after DMF. mg/L 
Degree ofT S rej ection.% 
A verage degree of rejection, % 
• J ron Reduction 
l O am 




Time of readings 
1 0  am 





1 0  am 




The i ron analy is was performed once a week. The average i ron concentration in the seawater was 
55 Ilgll and the average concentration in  the fi ltered water was 35 1lg/1. 
4 . 1 . 2 . 1  Con s u m pt ion of C h e m icals  i n  the Stage of Convent ional  
Pretreat m e nt befo re RO (Ondeo p i lot p lant) 
The fol lowing chemicals were used: ( I )  ferric chloride, FeCh, (2 )  sul furic acid. H2S04, ( 3 )  sodium 
hypochlorite, NaCIO. (4)  antiscalant, and (5)  sodium bisulphite, Na2S03. The data on spec ific 
reagent consumpt ion and cost of reagent a l located to water cost (structure of expenses for 
chemicals i n  water cost) are given in Table 4-7. The cost of chemicals a l located to water cost are 
0.047 $/m3 (permeate). 
Table 4-7: Specific  consumption and expenses for chemicals in the stage of conventional 
pretreatment before RO (Ondeo pi lot plant, 1 0  m3/day) 
Chemical g/mJ( penneate) g/mJ( Fi l trate) $/mJ ( penneate) $/day 
FeCIJ 96.58 1 .043 1 0.0260 0.3 1 4  
H� 04 98.33 1 .062 0.0 1 80 0.2 1 3  
aOH 2. 1 1  0.023 0.0003 0.003 
Polymer 0.45 0.005 0.0009 0.0 1 I 
AntiscaJant 0.77 0.008 0.00 1 5  0.0 1 8  
Cl2 0. 1 8  0.002 0.000 ] 0.00 1 
Total 0.0470 0.560 
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4 . 1 . 2 . 2  S u m m ary of res u lts (Ondeo p i lot p lant) 
I .  The 0 1 1 5  inde of water after pretreatment ranged from 1 .5 to 3 . 1 and the average 01 index 
was 2.34 .  
2 .  The turbidity of the raw water aries from 0.2 1 to 3 .92 NTU, whi le the average value of 
turbidity after OM F is 0. 1 NTU. The instal led pretreatment system provides 82% degree of 
reject ion of turbidity. 
3. The average T of eawater was 9.3 mg/I, and after OMF became 6. 1 mg/\ . The degree of 
rejection ofTS during the spike test was found to be 84%. 
4 .  The average concentration of i ron in eawater was 55 �g/I and the average val ue in fi l tered 
water was 35 �g/l .  
5 .  The conventional pretreatment before RO is characterized by high chemical consumption. 
(Cost of chemicals a l located to water cost was 0.047 $/m3 (permeate» . 
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4 . 2  M embrane-based pretreatment before RO 
Thi ection focuse on the new generat ion of pre-treatment before reverse osmosis, namely 
membrane-based pretreatment where micro-or ultra-fi ltrat ion are used instead of coagulation and 
mult imedia fi ltrat ion . The fol lowing pretreatment cherne were considered in the current study: ( I )  
Membrane-based pretreatment based on the "Aquasource" ystem located at AI-Taweelah site (2)  
Membrane-based pretreatment based on the "Zenon" system located at A I-Taweelah site, (3 )  
hybrid type of pretreatment proposed by GrahamTech Pte Ltd (S ingapore) located a t  Bainouna site, 
and (4)  membrane-based pretreatment implemented after reconstruction in RO desal ination plant in 
ddur ( Bahrain ). 
4 . 2 . 1  M e m brane- based p retreatment by Aq uasource Ltd . (AI -Taweelah 
P i lot Plant) 
The Aquasource U F  unit at A I -Taweelah pi lot plantis comprised of two hol low fiber U F  membrane 
modules mounted on a transportable skid. The skid is constructed of reinforced fiberglass and steel, 
and can be shipped by truck. The unit is  sel f-contained, inc luding al l the components requ ired for 
operat ion . It is connected to raw water, drain l ines, backwash water and electrical power. The unit 
requires 2 .8 m2 of floor space. The Aquasource UF unit has two alternating operating regimes. 
F i lt ration and backwashing. Duri ng the backwash. the feed pump shuts down, valves are 
repo it ionecl and the backwash pump starts. The backwash pump draws treated water from the 
fi l trate storage tank, ch lorinates i t  and forces the water under pressure in the reverse direction 
through the fi bers. W ith  t he flow of water now from the outside to i ns ide the fiber. the backwash 
water exits the inside of the fibers at the fiber ends, carrying with it particulate material 
accumulated during fi ltration. Table 4-8 presents t he main characterist ics of the Aquasource 
membranes. 
Table 4-8 : Characteristics of the Aquasource membrane 
Driving force, bar 
Flux, m3/h 
Operat ion mode 
umber of fibers per module  
F low direction 
ominal membrane pore s ize, )lm 






From outside to i nside 
0.0 1 
- 1 00,000 
Cel l ulose acetate derivatives 
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Analy is of the sy tem i based on data accumulated over the period from August 3 1  to October 3 L 
2002. [t inc lude a set of indicators pecifying water qual i ty and technological characteristics such 
as 01 index, turbidity, tran membrane pre sure drop, speci fic permeabi l i ty, normal ized 
permeabi l ity deteriorat ion ( NPO) and speci fic energy consumption. 
• i l t  den ity index (SOl ) 
The 0 1 1 5  index of the water after pretreatment ranges from 0.3 to 2.8 .  (Average val ue is  1 . 55).  
This val ue range at i fies the qual ity of feedwater requ ired for RO, ( For RO feed the 01 1 5<5). The 
e. peri rnenta I read ing of the 0 1 1 5  index after pretreatment are shown in Figure 4- 1 5 . The standard 
dev iation between experimental readi ngs and val ues estimated by l inear approximation is 0. 1 3 . The 
increas ing experimental trend of the SOl can be explained by the deterioration of the membrane 
characteri t ic by time. 
3.5 
3 
2 .5  
� 2 -
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Figure 4- 1 5 : SOI lS index of fi Itrate water (Aquasource system) 
• Norm a l ized perm eabil ity deterioration 
For the influence of v iscos i ty on permeabi l i ty of membrane to be excluded., the permeabi l ity 
observed at operating temperature has to be mult ipl ied by the correct ion factor being equal to the 
rat io of viscosity at operati ng temperature to viscosity at the reference temperature (to= 25°C). The 
variation of permeabi l ity at operati ng temperature and its normal ized val ues are shown in. The 
dec l i ne of permeabil ity can be explained by the decrease of water viscosity or growth of membrane 
resistance or by both factors s imultaneously (See Figure 4- 1 6) 
The permeabi l i ty of the U F  membranes decl i ned by 4 1 .7% over 42 days of the test period, whi le the 
normal ized permeabi l ity (at t = 25°C) dec l ined by 38 .5%, that corresponds to 0.9 % per dai ly 
deterioration. According to A vlonit is et al. [ 1 08] ,  the membrane should be cleaned whenever the 
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nonnal ized permeate flow drop to 1 00 0 or the d ifferent ial pres ure increased by 1 5°'0 from the 
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I n fl u ence of Tran s m e m b rane Press u re Diffe re nce on the 
characte r ist ics of the process 
The transmembrane pressure d ifference (TM PD) is the driv ing force for the ultra- and micro­
fi ltrat ions. 1 0  this study the dri ving force was assumed to be an independent variable. The SOl 
index and permeabi l ity are influenced by this driving force (TM PO). To mathematical ly fonnulate 
the quantitative relation between them, the experimental profiles were expressed in tenns of the 
driv ing force, namely in functional forms such as : A, = f{M) and SDI'5 = f{M) .  Figure 4- 1 7  
presents the fi ltrate tlowrate and transmembrane pressure d ifference during the test period. The 
experimental projections of driv ing forces and the SOl index vs. TMPD over two t ime periods are 
shown in F igure 4- 1 8. 
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Figure 4- 1 7 : Transmembrane pressure and flowrate of fil tered water profile (Aquasource system) 
• Periode I ( 1 0/9-20/9) o Periode I I  ( 6/ 1 0-2 1 1 1 0) 
3.0 0 0 0 
2.5 0 0 0 0 
2.0 0 0 0 • 
� 0 • • 1 . 5 0 • � 0 • 0 • 0 • • 
1 . 0 0 • • • 
0.5 
0.0 
0.35 0.40 0.45 0. 50 0. 55 0.60 0.65 
T M P, bar 
Figure 4- 1 8 : The 8DI index of fi ltrate vs. driv ing force (Aquasource system ) 
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4 . 2 . 1 . 2 I nfl u e n ce of (TM PD) on normal i zed pe rmeabi l i ty 
experimental profile of the driv ing forces and normal ized permeabi l ity over the time are shown in  
Figure 4- 1 9. Analysis of the experimental profi le  indicates di fferent functional beha iors over the 
test period. The in itial period is characterized by an increase in the permeabi l ity and driv ing force, 
whi le during the econd period the permeabil ity is becomi ng pressure-independent. 
U ing the re istance- in- series concept, estimation of permeabi l i ty is based on the fol lowing 
r lat ion: 
E peri mental values of normal ized permeabi l ity, A, are shown against the dri ving force, t.P, in 
Figure 4-20, where two regions are shown ( A :  Pressure controlled region; B: mass transfer 
control led region) 
A = ll P  1 (r ""mI>r + r ('I' + r fou1m� ) 
[4-2] 
Where A: normal ized permeabi l ity; �P: driv ing force; resistance of membrane; rep :  resistance of 
the concentration polarization layer, and rjoulml!. : resistance of the foul ing layer. 
The fi rst region (24 days) is the pressure- dependent one, where the permeabi l ity is proportional to 
the dri i ng force, whi le in the second region the resistance is control led by mass-transfer, (namely 
b the concentration polarization layer). 
The conditional boundary between these two regions corresponds to llP= 0.65 bar ( ee Figure 
4-20). where the maximum permeabi l ity at exist ing operating conditions can be attained. An 
increase of the driv ing force above this value wi l l  enhance the growth of the CP resistance, as can 
be understood from Eq. [4 .2]  
Assuming the res istance of the CP and foul ing layers, ( rjoullfll!. and rep ), during the initial test period 
can be ignored, therefore the second and third terms in denominator in Eq. [4.2] can be omitted). 
U sing of [4 .2]  the resistance of membrane is  estimated to be rmembr = 0.686 [bar-h]/m3. Assuming 
that the membrane resistance remains constant over the test period we get an estimate of sum of the 
CP and fou l ing resistance. I nsert ing obtained value of the membrane resistance into Eq. [4.2] .  the 
CP and fou l ing resistances is  estimated to be 0.236 [bar-h]/m3, (that corresponds to 34% of 
hydraul ic resistance of membrane matrix i tself). 
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Figure 4- 1 9 :  Fi ltrate flux and tran mem brane pressure vs. t ime -Period 1 &  n (Aquasource system) 
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Figure 4-20: Normal ized permeabi l ity vs. driving force (A- Pressure controlled region; B- mass 
transfer controlled region) 
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4. 2 . 1 . 3 S u m mary of res u lts (Aq uas u rce system) 
\ .  The D1 index (of pretreated water) ranges from 0.3 to 2.8 and the a eraged value i s  1 .55 .  
2.  The permeabi l ity of U F  membrane dec l i ned by 4 1 .7°'0 over 42 days of test period, whi le the 
normal ized permeabi l ity (at 25°C) dec l ined to 38.5%, that corresponds to 0.9 % of dai ly 
deterioration. 
3. The energy consumption ranges between 0.006 to 0.025 kWhlm3 with an average value of 
0 .0 1 6  !..W hlm) 
4. The proportional ity between the D1 index and driv ing force was found to be over the test 
period. 
S. Analy is of the experimental profiles of the normal ized permeabi l ity and the driv ing force 
indicate d ifferent funct ional behaviors over the test period. The init ial period is characterized 
by an i ncrease i n  both permeabil ity and driv ing force (pressure-control led region); whi le 
during the second period the permeabi l i ty is  becoming pressure-i ndependent (mass transfer 
control led regions). Transition from the first region to the second takes place at �P= 0 .65 bar. 
4 . 2 . 2  M e m brane- based Pretreatment by "Zenon"  Ltd .  (AI -Tawe lah p i lot 
p lant) 
This section foc uses on the eval uation of micro filtration system proposed by Zenon Ltd. The 
analysis is based on the data accumulated over the period from from August 3 1  to October 3 1 ,  
2002. I t  i ncl udes a set of the indicators speci fying water qual i ty and technological characteristics: 
SOl 1 5  index of fi ltrate TMPD and N DP. Table 4-9 presents the main characteristics of the Zenon 
system 
Table 4-9 : M ain characteristics of the Zenon system 
Driving force, bar 0.2-0.5 
F lux , m3/h 4.8 
Operation mode Dead-end 
umber of fibers per module  4700 
Flow Direction From the outside 
Nominal membrane Pore s ize, �m 0.035 
Nominal Molecular Weight Cutoff, Dalton - 1 00,000 
Membrane material Proprietary Polymer 
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• i l t  Den i ty I ndex ( OI lS) 
The Of index of filtered water produced by the Zenon system ranges from 2.3 to 3 .4 .  The 
maximum readi ng (3 .4 ) was higher than the required level . The averaged value of the SOI l s  i ndex 
after pretreatment wa 2.9. Experi mental values of the SDI 1 5  index (for seawater and water after 
pretreatment) are hown in Figure 4-2 1 .  The true standard deviation, SD. for fil trate readings was 
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Figure 4-2 1 :  The SOls  i ndex of water before and after pretreatment (Zenon system) 
• Tra nsmem bra ne Pressure Difference (TM PD) 
The TMP and fi ltrate flowrate prof! Ie over the period ( 1 4/9- 3 1 / 1 0/2002) is  shown in  Figure 4-22. 
The profile of the driving force (TM PD) over the ( 1 3/9-3 / 1 0/2002) period of the pi lot test is  shown 
in Figure 4-23. True standard deviat ion, SD, for transmembrane pressure difference was 0. 1 8 . 
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Figure 4-23 :  Transmembrane pressure drop over the period from 1 3/9 to 3/ 1 0  (Zenon system) 
• I n fluence of the T M P D  on norma l ized perm eabi l i ty 
Using the resistance in series concept. Est imation of permeabi l ity IS based on the fol lowing 
relat ion : 
[ 4-3 ] 
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Where A :  normal ized permeabi l ity; LiP: dri ving force; r .. : resistance of membrane and rJ I . -- w � · 
resi tance of the fou l ing layer. Figure 4-24 pre ents the nonnal ized flowrate versus the driving 
force (TM PD) for both periods. 
Duri ng the first period ( 1 6/09 to 1 1 1 0) the permeabi l ity was proportional to the driv ing force. 
A uming a negl igible re istance of the fou l ing layer, rloullllg , during the in itial test period .then the 
re i tance of the membrane, rmemhr ' was estimated to be 0.06 [ bar-h ]/m
3. Assuming that the 
membrane resistance remains constant over the test period we can get an estimate of the foul ing 
res istance. Inserting thi into Eq. [4 .3 ] and applying the same assumption appl ied before the foul ing 
re i tance was e t imated to be 0.0 1 [bar. h]/m3, (which corresponds to 1 1 % of the hydrau l ic 
re istance of the membrane matrix itse l f). 
--6---- Period J ( 1 6/9- 1 / 1 0 )  
--..- Period I I  ( 23/ 1 0-28/ 1 0 ) 4 . 5  
U 4.0 
� 
... 3 . 5  E 




2 . 0  
0. 1 5  0.20 0. 25 0. 30 0.35 
T M PD, bar 
Figure 4-24:  F i ltrate flowrate versus transmembrane pressure during first and second periods of 
operation (Zenon system) 
• Norma l ized permeabil ity deterioration 
The permeabi l i ty of the U F  membrane dec l i ned by 24% over the 44 days of the test period. whi le 
the normal ized permeabi l ity (at t = 25°C) decl i ned by 20%. This level of deterioration of transport 
characteristics indicates the necessity of regeneration of the U F  membranes ( Figure 4-25) 
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Figure 4-25 :  Observed and nonnal ized va lues of specific penneabil ity (Zenon system) 
4 . 2 . 2 . 1 Su m m a ry of res u lt (Ze non syste m) 
I .  The SOl ' 5  i ndex of water after pretreatment ranges from 2.3  to 3 .4, with average value of 
2 .9, (whi le  the S0l5  for the feed water ranges from 20 to 30).  
2 .  The deterioration of observed penneabi l ity over the test period was 24 % (whi le  the decl ine 
in the nonnal ized permeabi l ity (at 25°C) over the same period was estimated to be 20%). 
3 .  The energy consumed by the Zenon systems was 0.008 kWhlm3 o f  fi ltrate whi le i t  was 0.0 1 6  
kWhlm3 for the Aquasource system. 
4.  Function behaviour of penneabil ity i s  driv ing force remains unchangeable  over the test 
period ( permeabil ity is proportional by dri ving force) 
4 . 2 . 3  M e m brane-based (hybrid)  p retreatment by "GrahamTe k  Pte 
(Si n gapore) Ltd . "  
This section covers the pre-treatment system for the reverse osmosis pi lot systems proposed by 
"GrahamTek Pte Ltd" (S ingapore). The system was located at Bainounah Power Company in Abu 
Dhabi and was operated during the period from May 1 0  to J une 23, 2004 (about 1 000 hours of 
continuous operation). 
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The pi lot y tern con ist of the pre-treatment and the RO de al ination stage . Figure 4-26 is a 
impl i fied flow diagram of the pi lot sy tern. Chlorinated sea water from the intake passes through 
the coagulation chamber, where ferric chloride ( FeCI3 ) is u ed as a coagulant. F low then pas es 
through the mult imedia fi lter, the pol i shing sand fil ter, and final ly through the cross-flow 
microfil ters. The flow is then pas ed through the desal inat ion section which includes the I st and 
2nd stage of re erse osmosis and the pressure e changer. The de al inated water is then sent to a 
nearby torage tank whi Ie the brine reject is drained back to sea. 
The pi lot sy tern contains the fol lowing technological innovations: ( I )  Hybridizing between the 
conventional and the M F membrane pre-treatment systems, (2) Electromagnet ic treatment to 
prevent sca l ing and ( 3 )  Reduced chemical consumption (no antiscalant is used in this process). 
o Intake 
9 Multimedia Fi lter 
o Polishing Sand Filter 
o Cross Flow Microfiltration 
...-:::-__ .... Filtrated Wale< 
o 
Figure 4-26: Schematic diagram of the GrahamTek Ltd pi lot system 
4. 2 . 3 . 1  Pe rformance Eva luat ion 
This  section focuses on  the analysis of the last stage of  the pre-treatment, namely, cross- flow 
micro fi ltration ( M F), where membrane elements of spiral type with polysul fone membranes are 
used as the m icrofi l ter and media the total surface area is 4 1 8  m
l. According to the manufacturer 
requirements, the SOl  15 index of raw water entering the microfi lter shou ld be less than 5. It is worth 
to emphasize that the SO l 1 5  <5, could be attained only after passing through the coagulation 
chambers, mult imedia and sand fi l ters. The SOI I 5  index of the untreated seawater is s ite-specific 
and season-dependent; and has a much higher val ue and can reach 1 5-25. The efficiency of the 
pretreatment was characterized by the degree of variation of nephelometric characteristics such as 
turbidity and the SOl  index. 
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• Turbidit), 
The a erage turbidity ranges from 0.344 TU in raw water to 0.285 NTU in the down flow after 
the M F. (The max imum detected val ues in the MF feed and product were 1 .6 and 0.4 TU, 
re pect ively. The tandard deviation, D. for the seawater and fi l trate readings is 0.05. The average 
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F igure 4-27: Degree of rej ection of turbidity by cross flow microfi lter 
(GrahamTek Ltd. system) 
Si lt Density I ndex 
The average SDI ' 5  after microfi l ter ( M F )  was Jess than I .  The averaged SDI , s  index after the 
pol ish i ng sand fi l ter ( in feed flow for MF)  was 2.79. Experimental values of SO l , s  after the 
pol i shing sand fi l ter ( feed flow for M F )  are shown in Figure 4-28. The Degree of the SOl , s  
rej ection is  one of the efficiency indicators; i t  is  shown in  Figure 4-29. 
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Figure 4-28 :  The SO l l 5  index for feed flow for MF (GrahamTek Ltd. system) 
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Figure 4-29: Degree of rej ection of the SOI I5 by cross-flow microfilter (GrahamTek Ltd. system) 
• Norma l ized permeabil i ty deterioration 
The pi lot test was conducted without chemical c leaning of the MF membranes. (Air  backwashing 
was appl ied for regeneration of permeabi l ity, namely, 90 seconds of air backwashing per one hour 
of microfi ltration). At these conditions the spec ific permeabi l ity of the membranes dec l ined by 9% 
(over the 45 days of test). The MF permeabi l ity normal ized at 25°C indicated 1 2% dec l ine over 45 
days. See Figure 4-30. This .level of deterioration of transport characteristics indicates the necessity 
of periodical chemical cleaning of the M F  membranes. 
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Figure 4-30: Observed and nonnal ized values of specific penneabi l i ty of cross-flow micro fi Itration 
pretreatment before the RO (GrahamTek Ltd. System ) 
• Specific energy consum ption 
The spec ific energy consumption for fi ltrated water produced by the MF was calculated to be 
0. 1 38 .  See Eq. [3 -6]  
Table 4- 1 0 : I ndicators for Assessment of Cross flow M icroti ltration 
Indicator 
Turbid ity after the m icro fi l ter. NTU 
Degree of rej ection of turbidity, % 
SDl windex after the microfil ter. dimensionless 
Degree of rejection of the SOl l 5  index, % 
peci fic penneabi l i ty of micro fi ltration membranes, 
(atoperati ng temperature), m3/m2-s-bar 
pec ific penneabi l ity of micro fi lt ration membranes, 
( nonnal ized to 25°C). m3/m2-s-bar 
* Values averaged over the test period 
Value' 
0. 1 676 
28 
< \  
6 1  
7.86E-06 
6.57E-06 
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4. 2 . 3 . 2  Su m mary of res u lts of G raham-Te k system 
1 .  The pi lot sy tem proposed by the GrahamTek Ltd. repre ents the hybrid type of pretreatment 
where the cro flow microfi ltration is combi ned with the mult imedia fi ltration. 
2. The 011 � inde of water before micofi l tration was in the range 1 .38 to 4. 1 2, and the standard 
deviation was 0.65 . The 01 index after pretreatment was less than I .  Ol index of filtrate 
was acceptable over the whole period of test. 
3 .  The turbid ity o f  the M F  feed water was in the range o f  0. 1 4  t o  0.33 NTU, whi le i ts average 
alue after the M F  was 0. 1 6  NTU. The i nsta l led pretreatment system provided 28 % degree 
of turbid i ty rejection. The 0 of turbidity readings for the M F  feed water is 0.05, which was 
simi lar to the product reading value. 
4. The dec l ine in the normal ized permeabi l ity of the MF over the test period was estimated to be 
8°'0 which indicates that the deterioration of the transport characteristics of the membranes 
and point out to the necessity of periodical regeneration using chemicals (No chemical 
c lean i ng was appl ied over the test period). 
5. The average of speci fic energy consumption in the stage of the MF membrane was estimated 
to be 0. 1 38 k W hlmJ of fi ltrate water. 
4 . 2 . 4  Add u r  Seawater Reverse osmos is  desal i nat ion p lant 
This section focuses on the comparison between conventional and membrane-based pretreatment 
before the RO is appl ied in Addur eawater RO desal ination plant ( Bahrain).  The Addur seawater 
RO desa l ination plant is one of four main desal inat ion plants used in Kingdom of Bahrain .  The 
other are Abu Jaljur ( 1 0  M IGD, brackish water), Sitra power and water station (25 M IGD,)  and 
H idd power and water plant (30 M IGD) [ 93 ] .  The Addur reverse osmosis desal ination plant was 
commissioned in 1 990 and designed to produce 1 0  M lGO of desal inated water. The init ial design of 
the pretreatment system was based on conventional scheme that include media and cartridge fi l ters. 
(see F igure 4-3 1 ). The seawater is chlorinated by sodium hypochlorite solut ion, Sulfuric acid (25 
mg/I ) to reduce the pH, ferric chloride coagUlant, (2.5 mg/I)  and a coagulant aid (cationic polymer, 
0.2 mg/I ) are a l l  i njected into the seawater. The coagulated flocks are fi l tered off in the dual media 
fi l ter (DMF)  beds fol lowed by fi ltrat ion through micron guard fi l ters and dechlorinat ion by sodium 
bisulphate. The pretreated water is  pressurized to 69 bar by a high pressure centrifugal pump and 
fed to the fi rst pass of the RO train of membranes where the desal ination takes place. 
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Figure 4-3 1 :  impli fied now diagram of in itial design o f th Addur SW RO desalination plant [ 1 09]  
By Apri l  1 992, the performance characteristics of the plant such as permeabi l i ty, sal t  rejection and 
hydraul ic  resistance were observed deteriorating. The fil tered water after the dual media fi l ters did 
not ach ieve the required value of the sm index ( the design val ue of the SOl  index after 
pretreatment was supposed to be 5: 2.7). [t  was accompanied by side effects such as membrane 
degradat ion and secondary biological foul i ng caused by high c lean ing frequency and 
dechlorination. According to Burashid and H ussain [ 1 09],  the performance deterioration was 
caused by improper design and operating fai lures such as improper site select ion; insufficient 
pretreatment, inefficient c leaning system, improper material selection. Some of these factors are 
considered below. 
• Site location 
The Addur SWRO plant is  located in  the southern part of Bahrain and the seawater intake point is 
located in  the Addur Gulf of Addur. The area is  characterized by high concentrations of organics 
and bioact ive components. The intake is located 1 .2 km offshore and at a depth of 3 m below water 
surface and downstream industrial and residential waste disposal .  The elevated temperature of the 
water there makes favorable conditions for microorganisms to grow. 
• I nsufficient pretreatment  
The pretreatment used was characterized by some regime fai l ures such as the i nsufficient t ime for 
final ization of coagulation-floccu lation operation.  The t ime interval between injections of sul furic 
acid, addit ion of ferric ch loride coagulant, injection of coagulant aid and the cationic 
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polyelectrolyte was found to be 2-3 minutes, whi le the required theoretical t ime was suppa ed to be 
not l ess then 1 0  m inutes [ 1 09 ] .  But in a particular case of the Addur system, it needs take at least 20 
minute for the flocks formation to be final ized. Since the experimental t ime wa insufficient for 
the flocks to be formed, non-un iform flocks are formed. The non-un iformity of the flocks caused 
malfunctioning of the mult imedia fi lter, namely, channe l ing in the fi l ter bed that paves the way for 
the suspended matter to pass through, wh ich, in tum, deteriorates the nephelometric characteristics 
after pretreatment such as the SOl  index. 
The de ign of the OMF fi lters with drain channel being constructed at the side of the fi lter bed had 
contributed greatly in the i nefficient removal of the flocks during backwashing. The dual media 
fi lter was characterized by carry over of fi lter media. Th is had a l lowed the media to leak through 
and to the cartridge fi lters and eventual ly ended up in the membrane bundles. The cartridge fi lters 
also were not leak-proof. It has propagated the problems by al lowing debris, sand and i ron from the 
pretreatment to pas through and deposit on the membrane surface. 
• Fai lures of equipment or tbe system design due to im proper material selection 
The i nit ial design of the i nsta l led system was characterized by some fai l ures. In particular, the 
di tance between the RO trains and the point of dechlorination was 30 m whi le was considered to 
be unj ustifiably long and used to create favorable conditions for microbiological growth. The next 
disadvantage the system was characterized by was improper selection and design of some pieces of 
equ ipment. In part icular, characteristics and rated capacity of i nstal led equ ipment were not in l i ne 
\'v i th the specification requirements ( Some of them others were characterized by lower capaci ty; 
some were overrated). The last point was improper material selection. 
In 1 993 the RO train feed header i nspection revealed that the internal surfaces of the headers were 
coated with dark-brownish s l ime with a th ickness of about 3-5 mm. Chemical analysis has shown 
that the fou l ing material was composed mai nly of organics (70%) incl uding i ron and other minor 
inorganic constituents. 
4 . 2 .4 . 1  The p retreatment  scheme of the Add u r  desal i nat ion p lant  after 
mod ificat ions  of the i n it ia l  des ign  accord i ng to a rehabi l itat ion 
p rogram 
I n  order to i mprove the performance characteristics of the plant, the pretreatment system was 
recommended to be modified, namely, the U F  was suggested to be incorporated into the exist ing 
pretreatment system. In addition, the fol lowing changes in the technology were made according to 
recommendat ions: ( I )  The dual media fi l ters were converted i nto single media fi l ters with graded 
sand as the media (2 )  Sul furic acid and SBS dosing systems were replaced ( 3 )  The membranes on 
two RO trains were replaced. In the beginning of 2005, when the fu l l  rehabi l itation program has to 
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be final ized, the ddur 
qual ity. 
RO plant e. pected to produce 5 M IGD of water with improved 
• Design cha racteristic of the U F  system 
new enclosed bui ld ing hou i ng for the UF ystem was constructed at the open area south of the 
newly named single med ia fi l ters. It  consists of 9 UF trains each having 1 26 UF modules contain ing 
3 F element . ew RO feed and backwash pump with RO feed wel l  were in taI led with an 
i ndependent membrane fi lter control room. The process flow diagram (after rehabi l itation) is shown 
in Figure 4-33 .  Table  4- 1 1 presents the main characteristics of UF system. 
SJr-b.;d,. .... � t..= �  
:l .. -t:S l2 PtIll."S l! 
Figure 4-3 3 :  M odified flow-diagram of the process (after rehabi l i tation) [ 1 1 0] 
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• Performa nce characteri t ic  of the  UF system 
Few months after rehabi l itation in  July 2000 the performance of the RO membranes were 
deteriorated because of e ere biological foul ing. The experimental projections of the 01 index are 
shown in Figure 4-32.  The performance characteristic such as the SDI index and the 
transmembrane pressure continued to deteriorate, which dictate that the frequency of chemical 
c leaning hould increase (wh i l e  according to the manufacturers recommendations the 01 index 
hou ld not e ceed 3) .  Figure 4-33 presents the measurements of the turbidity of the chlorinated raw 
eawater, s ingle media system ( M ) outlet for four years of operation. The max imum readi ng of 
the fi ltrate turbidity was l . 1 6  NTU and 0.47 NTU as average value . 
" ' 11 
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Figure 4-32:  U F  Trains Common F i ltrate Outlet SDl  (Addur S WRO plant) [ 1 1 0] 
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Figure 4-3 3 :  Pre-treatment Turbidity Measurements (Addur S W RO plant ) [ 1 1 0] 
4 . 2 . 4 . 2  The present status  of the Add u r  SWRO plant 
The implementation of rehabi l itation program and instal lation of the modified pretreatment scheme 
did not manage to improve the performance characteristics. Whi le  the rehabi l itation program was 
not implemented properly the many persistent problems remained unsolved. The modi fied design 
i nc ludes 5 trains, but only three of them are in operations at the moment. Two trains are normally 
taken out for c leani ng due to rapid rise i n  d ifferential pressure across the membranes. Burashid and 
H ussain [ l 09],  out l ined the fol lowi ng main reasons for the performance of the pretreatment remains 
unimproved: ( 1 )  I mproper selection of the design of the U F  system and (2)  Operating fai lures. The 
instal led U F  pretreatment was selected mainly on the basis of its abi l ity to bring down the s i l t  
density i ndex (SOl)  from the range of 1 6- 1 8  to a level of less than 3 ,  d isregarding the nature of the 
main fou l i ng factors, which are natural organic materials and other col loidal particles in the Addur 
plant case. That is why the SDI  i ndex does not meet the RO feed water requirements. The SOl 
i ndex of the U F  fi ltrate ranges from 4 to 6. (The water qual ity analysis are given in Table 4- 1 2. Tn 
addit ion, some operat ing fai lures and improper regime parameters such as hydrodynamic 
characteristics of the feed flow, type of cleaning solutions and pH operating val ues were found to 
take place as wel l .  
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Table 4- 1 2 : Water qual i ty analysis 
Locat ion of sam pling point  
Param eter Seawater I n let M Out let U F  Out let 
Temperature (CO) 22.3 22.5 22.7 
pH 8 . 1 4  8 .08 6.6 
Turbid i ty 1 .85 0.29 0. 1 9  
0 1  1 8.97 1 6. 1 7  = 5  
4 . 2 - 4 3  C h e m icals  con s u m ption i n  the stage of pretreatment 
The fol lowing main chemicals were u ed in the stage of pretreatment at the Addur SWRO 
desa l inat ion plant : 
• 
u lfuric Acid ( I-h  04, 98%) is injected in the streaml ine of the seawater passed through the U F  
prior t o  the entry o f  the RO. Rate o f  injection is 0.0 1 32 l i ters per m3 o f  seawater. 
aC rO solut ion is used for the steri l i zation/soaking of the U F  trains. The NaCIO solution is 
generated on site. The specific dai ly consumption of NaOCI is  equal to 38 1 l i ters per one U F  
train per day. ( Hence, the total dai ly  consumption of NaOCI i s  supposed t o  be 38 1 L mult ipl ied 
by the number of UF trains in operation). 
• C itric ac id i s  used for chemical c leani ng of the UF trains, when ever the SOl of the UF train 
exceeds 3 .  
The rate o f  chemicals consumption and expenses are shown in  Table 4- 1 3 . The total expenses of 
the chemicals is 0.2 1 $/m3 of permeate. 
Table 4- 1 3 :  Specific chemical consumption and expenses on the pretreatment stage 
$/m3 
$/kg Flowrate, kg/m3 filtrate $/m3 permeate $/day 
Chlorine 0.55 0.043 0.007 0.024 206.98 
Su lfuric 
acid 0. 1 8  0. 1 95 0.0 1 3  0.035 308.88 
NaCIO 0.55 0.26 1 0.052 0. 1 43 1 257.30 
Citric Acid 2.75 0.00098 0.00 1 0.003 23.68 
SB 0.50 0.0249 0.004 0.0 1 2  1 09.50 
Total  0.07 0.2 1 1 796.84 
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4 . 2 . 4 . 4  S u m mary o f  Add u r  SWRO p lant  
June 2005 
l .  Membrane-ba ed pretreatment can succe sful ly coexist with convent ional pretreatment rather 
than a process that hould replace it .  
2 .  D i fferent type of membrane operat ions, such as UF or MF and various configurations of 
membrane element can be recommended as alternatives cases for further study. 
3. Whi le  select ing the pretreatment scheme, attention should be paid to the main foul ing factor , 
The D I  inde i tsel f  does not provide information regard ing the physical nature of main 
fou l ing factors whether they are due to natural organ ic matter, colloidal or inorgan ic 
impurit ie . 
4. The pretreatment implemented at Addur plant i s  characterized by elevated level of chem ical 
consumption (chem icals cost a l located to cost of water is 0.2 1 $/m3 of permeate). 
4 . 3  Res u l t a n d  D i s c u s s i o n  
The analysis of the technological schemes i s  based on the methodology that inc ludes three groups 
of technological and econom ic ind icators: (A)  the water qual ity data (B) The technological 
characteristic of equ ipment, and (C) The economic characteristics of the processes. The values of 
the main ind icators are conso l idated in Table 4- 1 4 . 
Tbe SDI index: The q ual ity of water after pretreatment was based on the fol lowi ng the ind icators: 
turbidity, the S O l  i ndex, and the total suspended sol ids. The SDI indexes measurements of the 
convent ional pretreatment schemes are observed to be 2.34 and 3 .3 8, for the systems insta l led (by 
Ondeo p i lot plant) i n  AI-Taweelah RO pi lot plant and AI-Fujairah s ite, respectively. (The 
experimental profi le i s  shown in  Figure 4-3 5) .  
Tbe SDIls  index of the fi ltrate provided by membrane pretreatment by "Aquasource" U F  and 
"Zenon" MF systems are observed to be 1 .5 and 2.9 respect ively. ( The experimental profile is 
shown in F igure 4-3 6). 
Tu rbid ity:  The degree of rejection of turbidity prov ided by conventional scheme based on 
Ondeo.Ltd system and hybrid pretreatment by GrahamTek, are observed to be 75 and 78%, 
respecti ve Iy.  
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Table 4- 1 4 : Main characteristics of d ifferent pretreatment schemes 
Case tudies 
Characteri tics Conventional pretreatment Membrane ba ed pretreatment 
. I I  FlIjairah Ondeo-PP Zenon AquasOllrce Graham- Tek AI-ddllr 
Dl � of fec(hvater 1 4 .62 20.24 20.24 20.24 2 1 .78 1 8.97 
01 I� or fi l trate 3.38 2.34 2 .95 1 .55 < 1  5 .00 
1 urbidt) or eawater, TU 0.79 0.77 0.77 0.77 3 .03 
Turbidit) of filtrate. TU 0. 1 6  0. 1 0  < I < 1  0. 1 9  0.47 
T. or fi Itrate. mgll 6. 1 0  
Deterioration of 
normal ilcd speci fic 20 36 1 2  
permcabi l i t) over the te t 
period . o,o 
Dai ly deterioration or 
normalized permeabi l it). % 0.45 0.86 0.27 
Ida) 
peci fic energy 
0.0 1 6' 0. 1 25' 
. 
consumption. 0.4 1 3  0.0 1 ' 0. 1 2  
kWhlmJ( filtrale) 
pec i fie cost of energy. 0.0729 
0.0002 0.00047 0.0037 0.0037 
ImJ( fi l trate) 8 
peci fie cost of chemicals. 0.03 0.0 ] 0.08 
Im\fi I trate) 
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Figure 4-34 : Experimental profi les of the SDI I 5  index of fi ltrate produced by conventional 
pretreatment systems: (A I-Fujairah and Ondeo pi lot plants) 
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Figure 4-3 5 :  Experi mental profiles of the SOl 1 5  index of fi ltrate produced by di fferent membrane 
pretreatment systems 
Perm ea bi l i ty :  The rate of deterioration of permeabi l i ty is an essential characterist ic of 
performance. Dai ly deterioration of normal ized specific permeabi l ity by the "Aquasource" UF and 
"Zenon" M F  systems are observed to be 0.86 % and 0.45% respectively. The hybrid type of 
pretreatment proposed by GrahamTech system demonstrated a satisfactory level of performance, 
(dai ly degree of deterioration of normal ized permeabi l i ty was observed to be 0.27%). 
I n fluence of d riving force on perm eabil ity:  Analysis of experimental profiles of UF and MF 
processes indicated different functional relation between driv ing force and permeabi l ity. Based on 
experimental data on UF ( "Aquasource" system), two regions were observed. The i nit ial period is  
characterized by an i ncrease of the permeabi l i ty and driv ing force (pressure-control led region); 
whi le  during the second period the permeabi l i ty is became pressure-independent ( mass transfer 
control led regions). Analysis of the experimental profi le of MF ( "Zenon" system) confi rms a 
pressure-contro l led behavior of the permeabi l ity that corresponds to the models of c lassical M F. 
Specific energy consum ption. The conventional pretreatment i s  characterized by h igher level of 
specific energy consumption in comparison with the membrane-based pretreatment. pecific 
energy consumption in  conventional pretreatment in AI-Fuj ai rah plant was estimated to be 1 .04 
kWh/m3 and the M F-based pretreatment in Graham-Tek was 0 . 1 25 kWh/m3. 
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pecific chem ical consum ption. The conventional pretreatment is characterized by higher level 
of chemical consumption in comparison with the membrane based pretreatment. The specific 
chemical co t was e t imated to be 0.03 and 0.0 1 1m3 of permeate for conventional pretreatment in  
AI-Fujairah and Ondeo pi lot plant, respectively. Cost of chemical consumption in Addur 
de a l ination plant ( Bahrain) was found to be 0.08 $/m3. No chemicals were used in the stage of 
hybrid pretreatment in the cheme proposed by GrahamTech system. 
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t h e  
d e m o  
This  chapter deal with the economic assessment of pretreatment schemes in  the design of the 
WRO demo plant. The design capaci ty of the WRO demo plant is 250 m3 (of permeate per day. 
The WRO demo plant was designed by the Japan Cooperation Center for the M iddle East. The 
project wa intended to be within the program of the "Advanced Hybrid Desal ination ystem in 
Abu Dhabi " .  The demonstration plant consists of two schemes of pretreatments; conventional and 
membrane based pretreatment. The producti vit ies of the pretreatment processes were designed on 
the maximum S W RO feed quantit ies and those of BWRO are on the standard SWRO permeate 
quantit ies which are the sum of 2 SWRO units, namely, 1 38 m3/day, as the standard design 
capacit) . The production capacity of the B WRO wi l l  be 250 m3/day with a target recovery rate of 
90°'0. 
This project is a joint study between Water Reuse Promotion Center in Japan and Abu Dhabi Water 
and E lectricity Authority (ADWEA).  The main objectives of this joint project are: 
• To demonstrate the new technology for pretreatment stage before RO, especial ly for Arabian 
Gu lf  water. 
• To i nvest igate the potential of the membrane pretreatment to achieve the water qual i ty 
requ i rement for the RO feed water. 
5 . 1  The Pro- Design er Software 
The pro-Designer software is a package that can perfonn steady state and batch process design and 
simulation. The Pro-Designer fami ly of software currently i ncludes BioPro Designer, BatchPro 
Designer, EnviroPro Designer and SuperPro Designer Iwww.iotel l igeo.coml. The software is 
equ ipped with several features that w i l l  satisfy even the simulation of veteran when it comes to 
pre l im inary s imulation and eval uation of process alternatives: 
• Adj usting several key parameters affect ing the performance of each operat ion 
• Completely customizing the economic evaluation process 
• Viewing uti l ization of resources ( l i ke raw materials, uti l i t ies, labor) in t ime for single or 
mult iple overlapping batches. 
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5 . 1 . 1  U n it O perations  and Eq u i pment 
The di fferent units operat ion that are employed for water treatment in the SWRO proce s are : 
A. G ra nula r Media F i l t ration 
The model u ed to imulate the behavior of a granular media fi l ter assumes that the bed is 
composed of one or more layers of packing. Each layer is assumed to have a uniform distribution 
of particles with a gi en average binding capac ity (over fi ltration time and length of that medium's 
b d depth) expre ed in mg of sol ids per cm2 of bed vol ume ( including voids). Based on that 
binding capacity the effective binding capacity of the whole bed is  estimated as the weighted 
a erage of each layer, with weight being the percent of total bed depth dedicated to each layer. The 
software uses Carmen-Kozeny model which can estimate the pressure drop across the c lean bed and 
a de cription of the particulate propert ies required (as presented below): 
M / 1 - £  pt/ 
- -- --
L ¢ £3 d 
.}PIL : pressure drop gradient, barl m 
p :  density of the feed, kg/m3 
u: l i near velocity of the feed, mls 
d :  grain size diameter, m 
£ :  porosity of the layer, dimens ionless 
¢ :  part ic le shape factor, d imension less 
/ 
: i s  the friction factor, calculated as 





And J1. i s  the viscosity of water, kg/m.s 
[5 - 1  ] 
[5-2] 
[5-3 ] 
The fi ltration stage i s  div ided i nto two stages, dual and mono media fi ltrations. The fi rst one 
consists of two layers, one for anthrac ite and sand, whereas the second fi lter consists of one layer 
only of sand. 
B. Cartridge filter 
Cartridge fi lter is  a po l ishing step after media fi ltration. The fi l ter media is  mounted on a cartridge 
that is replaced period ical ly. The fi lter media pore size is 0.45 microns. 
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. Pum ping operat ion 
The type of pumps u ed to tran fer the water is centri fugal ,  whi le a diaphragm pump is used for 
chemicals d si ng. [n the De ign Mode, the user speci fies the de i red pressure change (t.P) and the 
model calculates the requi red power supply u ing the fol lowing equation : 
Power - Q P I 11 
Where, 
Q : the volumetric flow rate, m3/h 
P :  the desired pressure change, bar 
T] the pump efficiency 
C. M icrofiltrat ion 
[5-4 ] 
M icrofi [tration is used to remove micron-size particles, appl ied in membrane based pretreatment 
scheme ( 8). 
5 . 2  Scheme based on conventional pretreatm ent before 
RO 
The seawater is  pretreated with chlori ne, coagulant and sulphuric acid and then fed to the media 
fi l ters. The flocculated seawater is  fi ltered through gravity dual- and mono media fi l ters and 
col lected in the storage tanks (45 m\ The fi ltered water is passed through a safety fi ltrat ion unit 
before reaching the RO plant to remove any suspended matter. The fi l tered water is  then pumped up 
to the RO plant through high pressure pumps. Figure 5- ] presents a schematic diagram of the first 
l i ne of pretreatment. The characteristic of di fferent units of this scheme are shown in Table 5 . 1 , 5 .2, 
and 5 .3 .  
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Figure 5- 1 : Schematic diagram based on conventional pretreatment (Scheme A) 












Table 5-2: Cartridge fi lter Characteristics 
Pore size ( Ilm) t..P. bar T rejection, % 
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Table 5-3 : Pump characteri t ic 
Pump fu nction 
Sand fi l ter feed pump. mJIh 
Back wash pump. Lih 
I I�S04 dosing pump. Lih 
SR, dosing pump. Lih 
3 10 dosing pump. Lih 
Flow rate 












5 .3 Scheme based on membran e pretreatment before RO 
In the econd l i ne of pretreatment, the seawater is  pretreated with chlorine, coagulant and sulphuric 
acid. and then fed to the dual media fi l ter. The flocculated seawater is  fi l tered through gravity dual 
media fi lters and M icrofiltration membrane, and then col lected in the storage tanks (45 m\ The 
fi l tered water is fed through a safety fi l tration unit before reach ing the RO plant to avoid in let of 
any suspended matter. The fi ltered water is then pumped up to the RO plant through high pressure 
pumps. F igure 5-2 presents a schematic diagram of the second l ine  of pretreatment. The 
characteristic of different un its of this scheme are shown in Table 5 .4, 5 .5, and 5 .6. 
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F igure 5-2: Schematic diagram based on membrane pretreatment (Scheme B )  
Table 5-4 :  Characteristics o f  granule media (sand in  membrane pretreatment) 
Type Length. 
% of total 










Table 5-5 : M icrofil tration membrane characteristics 
Pore size, !lITI flP, bar T S rejection. % Recovery. % 
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Table 5-6 :  Pumps characteristics 
P u mp fu nction 
Sand fi lter feed pump. mJIh 
MF Back wash pump, mJIh 
'VIF back\\ash pump , m'lh 
Chem ical dosing pumps 
I e  1 1  dosing pump. Lih 
1 12 04 dosing pump. Lih 
SB dosing pump. Llh 
aCIO dosing pump. l .1h 

















The software tools of the Pro-Designer fami ly faci l itate e timation of capital and operati ng costs 
and perform pre l iminary economic eval uation and profitabi l ity analysis of manufacturing. The total 
product ion cost structure is shown in Figure 5-3. 
I Tota l Prod uction Cost + 
+ � 
I Total P lant  Direct cost 
� 
Direct Fixed 
Capital Co t ( DFC) Operation Cost I Tota l Plant I n d i rect Cost 
Figure 5-3 : Structure of total production cost 
5 . 4 . 1 D i rect capital  cost 
The equipment purchased cost i s  the dominant category of the direct capital cost as shown in Table 
5-7. Other important items are insta l lation, process piping, etc. See Table 5-7. 
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Table 5-7 : The tructure of fixed capital investment, val ues for direct and indirect cost segments 
( Peters & Timmerhaus) [ 1 06]  
Equipment Purchase 
2 Instal lation 
3 Process Piping 
4 I n  trumcntation 
I nsulation 
7 Bui ldings 
8 Yard I mpro cment 
9 uxi l ial) Facil ities 
B. TOTA L PLANT I N D I RECT COST (TPI C) 
1 0  [ ngineering 
I I Construction 
C. TOT AL PLANT COST (TPC) = (TPDC + TPIC) 
12  Contingency 
1 3  Contractor's fcc 
D. D I R ECT F I X E D  CAPITAL ( DFC) = TPC + I tems 1 2  & 1 3  
( 1 5% o f  PC) 
( 1 0% of PC) 
(6 % of P ) 
(5% of PC) 
( 5% of PC) 
( 4% of PC ) 
( 5  % of PC) 
(5 % of TPDC) 
( 6  % ofTPDC) 
( 6% ofTPC) 
(5% ofTPC)  
The purchased equipment cost was e t imated based on different sources. The sh ip relation between 
co t and capacity is described by Eq. [5 .5 ] .  Which is based on a reference case val ue. 
K, = Cost of reference case 
K:! = Cost of required equipment 
Q, = Capacity of reference case 
Q2 = Capacity of required equipment 
n = Scale factor 
[5-5] 
The scale  factor, n, is used to estimate the cost of a piece of equ ipment when no cost data are 
avai l able for a reference s ize of an operational capac ity. For membrane systems, the scale factor is 
normal ly l arger, with n being in the range of 0.75 to 1 [48] .  The major di fference between the two 
schemes is that the second scheme has microfi ltration membrane i nstead of pol ishing fi l ter. The 
data for the reference case has been adopted from Wi l f  and K l i nko [48],  The cost of M F  was 
calculated to be $ 36766, where the scale factor was assumed to be 0.9 . 
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The structure of the D and the I DC was used based on [ 1 06] .  The purchased cost of the d ifferent 
pieces of equipment were adopted from Super pro-designer software and publ ished data [95, 
1 06, I J I ]  ( see Table 5-8) 
Table 5-8: Cost of d ifferent pieces of equi pment 
Equipment Purchased No. of paces Total Cost , Reference Cost $ 
Feedwater Pump 4200 4200 I I I  
Diaphragm Pumps 2000 4 8000 Pro-designer (chemicals dosing) 
Granual Media Fi lter 23000 2 46000 95 
Receiver Tank 0. 1 25000 23000 1 06 
Fi ltrate Pump 4200 4200 1 1 1  
Cartridge Fi lter 4600 4600 95 
Centri fugal Compressor 6000 6000 1 06 
Recei ver Tank 0.2 1 5000 1 7000 1 06 
backwash pump 8000 8000 I I  I 
Tota l 1 2 1 000 
'Characteristics of equ ipment are gi ven in prev ious sections 
The pro-designer software was used to calculate the cost for the pretreatment stage for both 
chemes. The structure of direct fixed capital cost ( DFC ) is shown in Table 5-7, where the 
percentage and components of fixed capital cost are presented. Each item is estimated by 
mult iplying the total purchased equi pment cost by a certain factor. 
5 . 4 . 2  I n d i rect capital  cost ( ICC) 
The i nd irect capital costs is  the sum of the subsidiary costs associated with engineering and 
construction of the desa l ination plant and normal ly these items estimated by multiplying total 
equ ipment cost by a certain  factor. 
• Operating and main tena nce cost 
Costs of energy, l abor, chemicals, spare parts, and major replacements or refurbishment required 
over the l i fetime of the plant are incl uded i n  the operational and maintenance costs. 
A. Chem icals cost 
The cost of chemicals used in  feed treatment and cleaning operat ions, incl uding sulphuric acid, 
caustic soda, ferric chloride, sodium bisul phite, antiscal i ng agents and chlorine is  estimated based 
on the cost ($/kg) mentioned in A I-Fujairah p lant section. The annual chemicals cost for first and 
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econd chemes are 2000 and 3 1 37 .5 $/year, respectively. The total amount of chemicals used in  
cherne A i 9820 kg  and in cherne B i s  9757 kg. 
B. Mem brane  replacement co t 
Membrane replacement rate may range between 5 to 20 % per year. The lower l imit appl ies to 
low- a l in ity bra kish water when the system i supported by proper operational and pretreatment 
procedure . The upper l imit tend to apply in situations where high-sa l ini ty seawater is u ed (as in 
the Gu lf  tates) [ 54] .  The membrane replacement modules (ei ther MF or cartridge fi l ters) are the 
key operating co ts. The membrane replacement rate for rnicrofiltration is  20% and for cartridge 
fi lter i 1 50 o. 
C. Labor cost 
Labor i a key contributor on the operat ing expenses, according to Ray and McCray [48] .  The 
expenses of labor for RO appl ication is  0.4 $/m3 of product. Based on this estimation the labor cost 
for th i  plant is 2825 I $/year. 
D. Energy co t 
The energy requ i rement i f  the plant is 1 .5 kwh/m), and for a capaci ty of m3 /year and where the cost 
of energy is 0.03 $/kW h, the total energy cost is 6 1 45 $/year. 
Table 5-9 presents the summary of operating and maintenance expenses of the pretreatment stage i n  
for both schemes. 
Table 5-9: Summary of operat ing and maintenance cost per m3 water produced 
A n nua l  operating cost items 
$/m\ 0/0 
Scheme A Schem e B 
Chemicals 0.0 1 (4) 0.02 (6) 
MF membrane replacement 0.05 ( 1 3 ) 
F i lter replacement 0.0 1 (2)  0.0 1 (2)  
Labor-Dependent 0.2 (6 1 )  0 .20 (52) 
Energy 0. 1 1  (32)  0. 1 1  (27) 
5 . 5  Sum mary of results 
The results of an economic evaluation of membrane pretreatment system designed to produce 430 
mJ/d of fi ltrate. The total fi ltrate cost, i nc luding i nvestment and operat ing cost, is  calculated to be 
0.48 and 0.57 $/mJ for conventional and membrane pretreatment, respecti vely. It is evident from 
Table 6 1 0  that membrane pretreatment is  more expensive than the conventional pretreatment . Th is 
is  due to the higher i nstal led equipment cost for the membrane system .  I nstal led equipment cost of 
conventional pretreatment, which inc ludes two stages of fi ltrat ion, is  approximately 520.05 $/mJ/d, 
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whereas the co t for membrane pretreatment i 6 I 3 .6 $/m1/d. It's worth ment ion ing to say that th i 
co t e el ude the i ntake and outfal l  e pen es. According to publ i hed data for the cost of i nstal led 
equipment ranges from 1 6 1  to 370 $/m3/day. 
Table 5- 1 0 : ummary of co t expen es for conventional and pretreatment schemes * 
o t category unit Schem e A Scheme B 
Total plant di rect cost (TPDq $ 1 8 1 497 2 1 4 1 46 
$/m3/day 422.09 498.0 1 
Total equipment purchased cost $ 1 20998 1 42764 
$/m)/day 520.05 6 1 3 .6 
2 Total plant indirect cost (TPIC) $ 1 9965 23556 
Engineering $/m)/day 2 1 . 1 0  24 .90 
Construction $/m)/day 25.33 29.88 
3 Total plant cost (TPC) 
Contingency $/ml/day 28 . 1 1 33 . 1 7  
Contractor 's Fee $/mJ/day 23 .43 27 .64 
4 Direct fixed capital cost ( DFC) $ 223623 263849 
5 Total operat ing cost $/ml 0.33 0.39 
6 Capital recovery cost $/mJ 0. 1 6  0. 1 9  
7 U nit production cost ( fi l trate) $/mJ 0.48 0.57 
* L i fe t ime= 1 0  years 
* Plant capacit) -= 430 m3/day 
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6 C o n c l u s i o n s  a n d  R e c o m m e n d at i o n s  
June 2005 
The propo ed study focuses on comparing of conventional and membrane based scheme of 
pretreatment. The study is  ba ed on experimental data received from pilot plant and ful l  scale 
plant . In thi tudy the fol lowing pretreatment schemes were considered: ( I )  conventional 
pretreatment of the RO pi lot plant i nstal led by Ondeo Ltd. located at AI-Taweelah site, (2)  
conventional pretreatment i nstal led on AI-Fujairah hybrid desal ination plant, (3)  M F  pretreatment 
based on the "Zenon" y tern located on A I-Taweelah site, (4 )  UF pretreatment based on the 
"Aquasource" system located at A I-Taweelah site, ( 5 )  hybrid type of pretreatment proposed by 
GrahamTech pi lot plant located in Bainouna power stat ion, (6) pretreatment scheme of RO 
desal i nat ion plant in Addur ( Bahrain), and (7)  conventional and membrane scheme proposal for the 
W RO demo plant. (The proposal was done by the Japan Cooperation Center for the M iddle East 
\>\ithin the program "Advanced Hybrid Desal i nation System in Abu Dhabi ) .  Resul ts and conclusions 
from this study can be summarized as fol lows: 
The analysis of the technological schemes is based on the methodology proposed in this study, 
which i ncl udes three groups of technological and economic indicators such as : (A)  water qual ity 
indicators, ( B )  technological characteristics of the equipment, and (C) economic characteristics of 
the processes. 
Water qual ity indicators: turbidity, the S DI index and the total suspended sol id. The SOl 1 5  index of 
the fi ltrate provided by the "Aquasource" UF and the "Zenon" M F  systems are 1 .5 and 2 .9, 
respectively. 
The i ndicators of technological characterist ics of the equipment i nc lude normal ized permeabi l ity, 
transmembrane pressure, specific energy consumption and the deterioration of these characteristics 
during the test period. The dai ly deterioration of normal ized spec i fic permeabi l ity by the 
"Aquasource" UF and "Zenon" MF systems were 0.86 % and 0.45%, respectively. 
The hybrid type of pretreatment proposed by GrahamTech pi lot plant demonstrated a satisfactory 
level of performance characterist ics. The observed SOl l 5 i ndex was to be < I  and the dai ly  degree of 
deterioration of normal ized penneabi l ity was 0 .27%. 
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The economic as es ment of the pretreatment scheme in the design of the W RO demo plant 
based on a design capacity of 250 m1 (of penneate)/day. The total cost of fi ltrate ( including 
investment and O&M )  is e t imated to be 0.48 and 0.57 $/m3 ( penneate) for the conventional and 
membrane pretreatments. respectively. The co t of in tai led equipment was estimated to be 520.05 
m31d and 6 1 3 .6 /m3/d for conventional and membrane pretreatment. respectively. 
The analysi of the pub l i  hed statistics and experimental data confinns that the membrane-based 
pretreatment is a competit ive technological alternative to the conventional one. The case of Addur 
plant is  a good example to this .  However. the membrane-based pretreatment can successful ly 
coexist with conventional pretreatment rather than a process that should replace it. Some hybrid 
configuration of pretreatment schemes including conventional processes along with MF and UF can 
be recommended for further research. 
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Appe n d i x  A. Shares of Desal i nated water from d ifferent e nt it ies i n  UAE 
based on the desal i nat ion tech nologies (M IGPY) 
DWEA' EWA' FEWA ' Total 
Thermal 
techniques 1 44605 55968 1 2733 .63 46 1 3  2 1 79 1 9.63 95 .24% 
RO 4000 3 36 1 .69 353 1 . 86 1 0893.55 4.76% 
Total 1 48605 55968 1 6095.32 8 1 44.86 2288 1 3 . 1 8  
• DWEA Abu Dhabi Waler and Clectnclty Authonty, DEWA Duba! Water and Electnclty Authonty, SEWA ShaJ)ab Water and 
UectnC11) AUlhonty. rEWA Fedeml Water And LlectnCl1) Authonty, 2003 
1 0 0 
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Appe n d i x  B: Seawate r analysis  (Site : AI- Fujai rah Desal i nat ion Plant) 
Parameter Unit Results 
pH 7.9-8 .2 
Turbidity NTU 0.25 
onductivity J..ls/cm 58000-66800 
TO ppm 34 1 80-45240 
DIs 1 3 - 1 6  
Total hardnes as CaC03 ppm 6950-7 1 77 
Total alkal in ity as CaC03 ppm 83- 1 1 6  
Calcium ppm 44 l -55 1 
I ron ppm 0.07 
Chlorides ppm 20766-244 1 9  
ulphate ppm 2000-2908 
i l ica ppm 0.5 
Copper ppm 0.05 
Total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPHC) ppb 1 0-50 
1 0 1 
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Appe n d i x  C :  Dual  med ia fi l ter  characte r ist ic  
Total In let flow rate , m3/hr 
umber of fi Itering units 
ompartments per fi lter unit 
Compartment width , m 
Compartment length, m 
Fi lter unit area. m2 
Total fi ltrat ion area , m2 
ominal fi ltration flow rate per fi lter unit, m3ihr 
Nominal fi ltrat ion rate, m!hr 
Max imum fi ltration rate, rnlhr 
upport layer s ize/layer depth, mrnlm 
and effective size/layer depth, mrnlm 
Pumice stone effective size/layer depth, mrnlm 
Water height above fi lter media, m 
Backwash rate, m3/hr (rn/hr) 
Air scouring rate , m3ihr (mfhr) 
Value 
1 8 800 
1 4  
2 
4.88 
1 5 .87 
[ 55 
2, 1 70 
1 ,365 
8.65 
[ 0. 1 0  
2-3/0. 1 0  
0.310.4 
1 .65/0.7 
1 . 75 
6,200 (40) 
8,500 (55)  
June 2005 
1 0 2 
Appe n d i x  D:  Pu m ps' energy cons u m pt ion data 
J UT n:-kU\7J�-------------___________ � ____________________ _ 
I ntake 
Chem ica l dosing pum ps 
Fi ltrated water Backwash Operat ion characteristics pump Antiscalant Sodium Ferric H2SO4 Cationic pump Pump bisulEhate chloride coa�ulant 
t,p , bar 2 .5  7 7 7 5 5 5 2 
F lowrate, m3/h 1 9200 0.0 1 6  0.023 0. 1 05 0.273 0.0 1 7  4525 2070 
Efficiency, n 0.75 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
Overal l  energy 1 777.8 0.009 0.0 1 3  0.059 0. 1 08 0.007 359 1 .07 1 492.857 consumption € , (kW) 
Speci fic energy 
consumption , kWhlm3 0.0982 5 .03 E-07 6.9 1 E-07 3 .24E-06 5 .99E-06 3 .66E-07 0. 1 984 0.0272 
( fi ltrate) 
Specific energy 
consumption, kWhlm3, 0.248 1 .27E-06 1 .74E-06 8. 1 7E-06 1 .5 1  E-05 9.24E-07 0.50 1 0.069 
(permeate) 
1 0 3 
rJd5'e-a ---p-reTrearmenr o-eTore-�o ;J'UTle- C V-Q"JI'------------------___________________________ _ 
Appe n d i x  E: F locculat ion chambers and a i r  b lowers' 
e n e rgy con s u m ption data 
Air blower 
6P, bar 0,5 
F lowrate , mJ/h 4250 
EfficiencY, l1 80 
Overal l  energy consumption 1': ,  (kW)  1 47,6 
Specific energy consumption , kWh/m3 ( fi ltrate) 0,008 
Specific energy consumption, kWh/m3, (permeate) 0,02 1 
Fluccu1ation cham ber 
Power input for two mixers, kW 
F lowrate , m3/h 
Specific energy consumption, kWh 1m3 (permeate) 
Specific energy consumption, kWh 1m3 ( fi ltrate) 




1 . 1  E-03 
Specific energy consumption, kWh/mJ ( fi ltrate) 0.4 J 
Specific energy consumption, kWh/m3 (permeate) 1 ,04 
1 0 4 
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